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Robustness analysis for power systems based on the
structured singular value tools and the v gap metric
C'huanjiang Zhu
Major Professors: Vijay Yittal and Mustafa K ham mas h
Iowa State University
Modern power systems are operated more stressed than ever because of the advent
of deregulation and competition. One of the important issues in the design of controllers
for a stressed system is to evaluate the stability of the controlled system over a range of
operating conditions.
The conventional controllers are designed to make the system stable under certain
conditions of operation.

The time consuming time domain simulation is then used

to evaluate the controllers for a few selected operating conditions around which the
controllers are designed. Such a design and evaluation procedure cannot guarantee
robustness of the controller over the whole range of operating conditions.
In this dissertation, practical algorithms to perform robustness analysis based on
two tools, structured singular value and the v gap metric, are investigated. The power
system stabilizer is used as the controller and small signal stability is of interest.
The robustness problem in the SSV framework is set up for the multimachine power
system. In this formulation, an improved uncertainty characterization has been used
to capture the effect of parameter variations in terms of the varying elements of the
linearized system mat ries, which are derived from the component differantial equations
and the network algebraic equations separately. SYD decomposition is used to reduce
the size of the problem. Based on the resulting framework, a branch and bound scheme is
proposed to intelligently select frequency intervals on which the frequency sweep test can
be performed further to find the peak of \i. Instead of blindly choosing frequency intervals
to sweep, which could ignore important frequency points on the // piut<. this scheme
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provides searching under guidance. The analysis procedure accurately predicts the range
of stable operating conditions which are verified by repeated eigenvalue analysis.
For the robustness in terms of i' gap metric, we set up the feedback configurâtion
for multiniachine power system. The frequency response of the u gap metric is plotted
and its relationship with that of the stability margin is used to determine the stability
of the perturbed systems. A weighted v gap metric is defined and its frequency domain
interpretation is explored to further reduce the conservatism of the results.
Finally, a feedback configuration is carefully developed to carry out the McFarlane
and Glover // x loop shaping design procedure. The effect of the damping controller on
improving system dynamic performance is also examined.
Comparisons are made between the two major analysis tools via the results on t h e
same test systems with the same scenarios.

1

1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Damping the Low Frequency Oscillation

Oscillations were observed in power systems when synchronous generators were in
terconnected to provide more power capacity and more reliability. Several instances of
low frequency oscillations, which associated with machines in one part of the system
swinging against machines in another part of the system, have been found in the North
American interconnection in the past decade [-1-1], These phenomena are referred to as
inter-area oscillations and have frequencies typically in the range of O.IIIZ to 0.7HZ.
From an operating point of view, oscillations are acceptable as long as they decay. How
ever. oscillations are a characteristic of the system: if sufficient damping is not provided,
growing oscillations can even result in system collapse.
These oscillations are related to the small signal stability of a power system. Small
signal stability is the ability of the power system to maintain synchronism under small
disturbances. The more stressed the operating condition of the power system is. the more
likely it is to lose small signal stability under a small variation in loads or generation. The
disturbances are considered sufficiently small so that linearization of system equations
is allowed for the purpose of analysis. Instability that may result can be of two forms:
steady increase in rotor angle due to lack of sufficient synchronizing torque, or rotor
oscillations of increasing amplitude due to lack of sufficient damping torque [10].
PSS are often used to provide positive damping. PSS are mostly single-loop local
controllers, which use speed or power input signal and synthesize a control signal based
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on appropriate phase-lead compensations to add to the reference voltage signal of the
voltage regulate. The conventional power system stabilizer design involves time consum
ing tuning, and its design methodology results in its non-optimal damping in the entire
operating range since they are usually designed for a particular operating points. In this
research, the robustness of conventionally designed power system stabilizers were tested
using the proposed algorithms. The results were verified by conventional eigenvalue test.
While the inter-area oscillation may be destabilized by a PSS tuned according to the
conventional design way. it is desirable to design robust PSS so that when the operating
conditions change within a wide range, the system can still maintain stability. In power
system, the change of operating conditions involves a lot of uncertainty. To effectively
handle the uncertaities is one of the main objectives of this research.

1.2

Handling Uncertainties in Power Systems

This research is concerned with the problem of small signal stability of power systems
under uncertainties. There are various types of uncertainties in power systems, the
most common of which is parametric uncertainty. The parameters of the power system
models can never be known exactly.

One reason is because of the accuracy of the

measurements. There is no way to get the exact value of every parameter due to the
errors in the measurements. Besides, the parameters in the linear model may vary due
to nonlinearities or changes in the operating conditions. Furthermore, in most cases the
uncertainties are even unpredictable. Power systems must typically perform over a wide
range of operating conditions. For instance, the load demands at a certain bus can vary
gradually or even sharply every hour throughout a given day: disturbances of differing
extent of severity could happen during the normal operation, etc. Besides, uncertainties
arise when we represent the real system by models that are linear, time-invariant and
finite dimensional. Thus, it is usually possible to implement only approximate modeling.
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All the above problems emphasize the necessity of including uncertainty in the model
so that uncertainties can be handled when we do the stability analysis, the dynamic
security assessment, and the controller design based on these models.
The existence of uncertainties requires good robustness of the control systems. A
control system is robust if it is insensitive to differences between the actual system and
the model of the system which was used to design the controller. These differences are
referred to as model/plant mismatch or simply model uncertainty. As for power sys
tems. the control system will have to regulate the system under a diversity of operating
conditions: it must have the ability to tolerate model uncertainties, suppress potential
instability and damp the system oscillations that might threaten the system stability as
the system is operating under more stressed conditions.
One of the major tasks in the design of control systems in a power system is to
evaluate the stability robustness. The conventional controllers are designed to make the
system stable under certain conditions of operation. Because the time domain simulation
used to evaluate the controller is time consuming, evaluation of the controller is then
performed only for a few selected operating conditions around which the controllers
are designed. The simulation obviously cannot cover the whole operating range: thus,
the resulting evaluation procedure cannot guarantee robustness of the controller over
the whole range. Another disadvantage is that such evaluation does not provide any
indicator of the stability margin. As for the controller design, we require the controller
to achieve robust performance, that is. the performance requirements to be satisfied for
all possible plants, including the worst-case uncertainty. This requirement cannot be
satisfied using the conventional design methodology.
In order to take into account these problems in the evaluation, it is necessary to
use a technique that could capture the uncertainties precisely and include them into
the model. It should also indicate the distance to instability. This technique should be
analytical in contrast to the simulation method.
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Modem robust control theories have been developed significantly in the past two
decades. The key idea in a robust control paradigm is to check whether the design
specifications are satisfied even for the "worst-case" uncertainty. Many efforts have been
taken to investigate the application of robust control techniques to power systems, such
as Kharitonov's theorem [24].

[S. 9. 6. 25. I], Li [23. 45]. and Structured Singular

Value (SSY or //) [32. 33. 34] techniques.
Among them.

optimization techniques are the most popular ones that have been

applied to robust design problem and have many applications in power systems. But
it is restricted to the additive and/or multiplicative uncertainty representation which
overbounds the parametric uncertainty, and tends to give conservative results. Actually
all of the above mentioned techniques suffered from the conservatism problem due to
overbounding of the uncertainty set.
By taking advantage of the fact that in many problems uncertainty can be represented
in a structured form. e.g.. a block-diagonal form, the Structured Singular Value (or /z)
based tools have been proven to be promising. Algorithms were developed to compute
upper and lower bounds for /z. and the computed bounds were usually tight enough for
practical applications (see [17. 39]). This lead to a significant reduction in conservatism
over methods which simply lump all uncertainty into a single norm-bounded block. This
has been demonstrated in previous research [32. 33. 34]. But the /z approach involves
complex computation. It encounters difficulty in application to large scale systems due
to the heavy computational burden.

It has been shown that the mixed fi problem

is NP hard [53]. which means that no algorithm can evaluate /z in polynomial time.
This property of the problem suggests that instead of trying to evaluate the exact /z.
a more practical approach would be to evaluate good bounds. In fact, even bounds
calculation takes considerable time. Thus it is desirable to propose feasible algorithms
to perform the bounds calculation. This research extends existing methods to more
practical algorithms for achieving the ji bounds to deal with the robustness analysis
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problem in power systems. This sheds light on the application of SSV based robustness
analysis on large-scale systems.
The efficiency of using feedback systems to control dynamical systems promotes the
study of the notion of uncertainty appropriate to the plant. We will introduce a new
notion of uncertainty, namely the v gap metric, and its application in analysis problems.
This metric is of interest since we are interested in comparing the closed loop behavior of
different plants connected to the same feedback compensator instead of just the open loop
behavior as what the norm metric captured. This metric introduces the graph topology.
The graph topology has been used to quantitatively measure the distance of two plants.
In this topology, two plants are deemed "close" if any reasonable compensator for the
first gives similar closed loop behavior with the second of the plants in the standard
feedback configuration of Figure 1.1.

Figure l.l

Standard feedback configuration.

The u gap metric provides a sufficient condition for the stability of a perturbed
plant/compensator pair, in terms of the gain of the transfer functions from the input
and output of the plant to the input output of the controller. But to date, no effort has
been made to study the power system behavior in terms of the v gap metric. Research
has been conducted here to develop the frequency response interpretation of the v gap
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metric in power systems. And its application in power system robust analysis has been
studied in depth.

1.3

Robust PSS Design

Although the /z approach is successful in tackling analysis problem, it is too com
plicated to be used in controller synthesis. To conduct the // synthesis problem, one
need to first set up the framework which involves extracting uncertainties, choosing the
weighting functions. Then the D/\-iteration needs to be carried on.

File iteration is

not guaranteed to be convergent and sometimes it is slow to converge due to bad fitting
of the scaling factors. Furthermore, the resulting controller is of very high order. This
brings difficult for controller model reduction.
It has been shown that the problem of robustness optimization in the gap metric is
equivalent to robustness optimization for normalized coprime factor perturbations [20].
That is. a ball of uncertainty in the gap metric of a given radius is equal to a ball of
uncertainty in the same radius defined by perturbations of a normalized right coprime
fraction. For the stabilization of the coprime factor type uncertainties. McFarlane and
Glover have developed a nice method, namely

loop shaping design procedure [35].

This design procedure combines the loop shaping and H x synthesis together. It allows
one to shape the nominal plant singular value without considering the phase information,
with the guaranteed stability properties of H^ design methods. In this research, the
power system stabilizer (PSS) has been designed using an //^ loop shaping design
procedure.

1.4

Objectives and Scope of Research Work

The objective of this research is to answer the following problem: given a controller,
subject to parametric uncertainties within a certain range, will the system be stable?

At the same time, this study should provide a number indicating how large the worst
case uncertainty can be before the system loses stability. Two major concepts in robust
control area are explored thoroughly to apply to power system: the structured singular
value and the t/ gap metric.
The scope of this research work includes the following:
I. In the structured singular value section.
(a) Formulate a general framework for the inclusion of the PSS model in order to
apply the /(-based robustness approach. This involves writing a parameterdependent system as a linear fractional transformation involving a fixed LTI
plant with a structured perturbation operator. The parameter dependence in
the system gives rise to a repeated real perturbation block. A novel way to
characterize uncertainties incorporates the variations of parameters into both
the differential and algebraic equations, further minimizing conservatism. The
varying parameters include changes in generation setting and interface power
flows.
(b) To eliminate the frequency search for robustness tests, the frequency is ex
tracted and treated as an additional uncertainty. Namely, a bounded fre
quency test is performed for evaluating /< at a certain frequency range. This
effectively reduces the original frequency sweep test which is time-consuming
and tends to miss important frequency points to a single fi test.
(c) In order to analyze the worst case perturbation, the bounded frequency test
is further developed to achieve a branch and bound scheme. By branching
on the frequency intervals, this scheme provides a systematic way to narrow
the frequency range upon which a frequency sweep test could be performed.
Instead of blindly selecting frequency ranges to perform frequency sweep tests,
this scheme could intelligently select narrow enough intervals to do the test.

s
thus avoiding the possibility of ignoring important frequency points when
there are sharp spikes or discontinuities at the /.i plots.
2. In the v gap metric section.
(a) A plant set at various operating points due to the existence of the uncertainty
is formulated. The distance between each plant in this set is calculated in
terms of the i> gap metric.
(b) The robustness of the interconnected system is investigated making use of the
robustness properties for the v gap metric.
(c) The frequency response interpretation of the stability in the u gap metric is
explored. A weighted gap metric test with its frequency response is shown to
be particularly sharp in robustness analysis.
(d) PSS is designed using the Hloop shaping design procedure. The resulting
PSS has been tested to perform well in the whole operating range. It achieves
robust stability as well as good performance in the design parameter range.
The results are verified by performing nonlinear simulation. The robustness
of the designed controller is validated by the structured singular value based
analysis tools.
3. Comparisons are made between the structure singular value approach and the gap
metric approach both in terms of robust analysis and synthesis.
During the course of this research, an artificial two-area four-machine system was
used to study the control of power system oscillations. Its model was created for a
research report commisioned from Ontario Hydro by the Canadian Electrical Associa
tion [27.28] to exhibit the different types of oscillations that occur in both large and small
interconnected power systems. The results were also tested on an IEEE 50-machine gen
erator system [50]. In this system, six generators are represented in the detailed model
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and the remaining generators are represented in the classical model. This system exhibits
complex behavior and is often used to analyze the efficacy of the controls in damping
inter-area oscillations.

1.5

Summary of the Contents

This thesis consists of four chapters. Chapter I proposes the problem and introduces
the objective and scope of this research work.

Chapter 2 focuses on the structured singular value based robustness analysis, and
is organized as follows:
e Section 2.1 is a brief literature review on structured singular value based concepts
and bounds calculation. The two subsections introduce recent studies on the un
certainty characterization in robustness assessment and the /< bounds calculation
algorithms respectively.

• Section 2.2 consists of introductory materials on the existing robust methodol
ogy. After explaining these methods in detail, it is easy to recognize the need for
improvement.
e Section 2.3 gives a detailed description of the mathematical models of the power
system components and the overall system dynamic equations.

• Section 2.4 presents a systematic way to characterize the parametric uncertainty
and constructs the robustness analysis framework. The uncertainties in the power
system models are characterized in the algebraic and differential equations sepa
rately. Singular Value Decomposition is used to reduce the order of the system.

• Section 2.5 describes in detail several practical algorithms to perform the robust
ness analysis. It is based on the canonical M — A framework formed in Chapter
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4. The real spectral radius calculation is for one uncertainty case. For the general
case, in order to eliminate the frequency search from robustness tests, we trans
form a classical frequency dependent /.i analysis problem into a bounded frequency
test problem, in which the frequency is introduced as an additional uncertainty,
i.e. by viewing frequency as a real scalar parameter. This gives a one-shot f.i test
instead of the time-consuming frequency sweep. In order to determine how large
the perturbation besides the frequency uncertainty could be. the skewed-// [-12] is
calculated. Finally the branch and bound test is used to assess the robustness by
screening the frequency intervals. Numerical results for each method are presented.

Chapter 3 consists of four sections.
• Section 3.1 gives a brief description of // synthesis and summarizes its disadvan
tages. which promotes us to study the new topic in robust control area, the gap
metric and the u gap metric.

• Section 3.2 provides the mathematical concepts related to the gap and the v gap
metric. We need a substantial amount of mathematical machinery for this topic.
Despite the level of mathematical abstraction, it is important to bear in mind that,
this theoretical research has a solid engineering motivation.

• Section 3.3 gives a brief literature review on the application of gap metric in
power systems.

• Section 3.4 establishes detailed steps to perform robustness analysis in terms
of the v gap metric and presents simulation results on the test systems. The
frequency domain explanation of the u gap is investigated thoroughly. A weighted
u gap metric is defined and used in the robustness assessment.

• Section 3.5 describes the design of an H. x loop shaping controller to damp power
system low frequency oscillation. The design procedure for power system stabi-
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lizer is shown in detail and simulation results on the comparison of the controller
performance with the conventional PSS and f.i controller are given.

Chapter 4 includes the conclusions and also provides some suggestions for future
research.
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2

STRUCTURED SINGULAR VALUE BASED
ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS

2.1

Review of Relevant Literature

2.1.1

Uncertainty characterization

Over the years, precise and fixed linear control schemes have been used extensively
in many engineering applications. These kinds of designs do not take into account the
uncertainties that could be encountered in both the plant and controller model. The
uncertainty may have several origins:
1. There are many parameters in the linear model which are only known approxi
mately or are simply in error:
2. The parameters in the linear model may vary due to changes in the operating
conditions:
•i. Measurement devices cause error:
4. There are neglected dynamics when simplifying the system model:
5. Uncertainties can be caused by the controller model reduction or implementation
inaccuracies.
The first step of the robust control methodology is to model and bound the above
uncertainties in an appropriate way. The next step is to try to design a controller that
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is insensitive to the difference between the actual system and the model of the system,
i.e. a controller that can handle the worst case perturbations.
In current literature, modeling of uncertainty is considered from two viewpoints.
• In the frequency domain, the perturbation is considered to be a transfer function,
separate from the system model [12]. This kind of uncertainty could be multiplica
tive or additive. For example, the normalized coprime factor uncertainty in [35] is
a kind of additive uncertainty.
• In the state-space representation, the uncertainties in the matrices can be captured.
This is usually used to deal with the parametric uncertainty.
If the uncertainty description represents one or several sources combined together
to form a single lumped perturbation of a chosen structure, such uncertainty is called
unstructured uncertainty. Parametric uncertainty is usually modeled in a structured
way. However, sometimes there can be several levels of structure. For example, when
the uncertainties include both parametric uncertainties and un modeled dynamics the
whole uncertainty block could be a structured one and arranged in a diagonal form,
while in particular, each block for the un modeled dynamics could be a lumped unstruc
tured block. In this research, we focus on the parametric uncertainties characterized
in a structured way. and the uncertainties are captured in a state-space representation
context.
In [32]. a framework for robust stability assessment of controls in multimachine power
systems was used. Starting from the algebraic and differential equations, all the alge
braic variables in the component differential equations were eliminated according to the
relationship derived from the network algebraic equations. The resulting differential
equations were linearized at the nominal operating point to create a simplified linear
system. The parametric uncertainties on the elements of the coefficient matrix of the
system equations were then characterized by polynomial approximation. The disad
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vantage of this approach is that the uncertainties in the algebraic equations and the
differential equations cannot be characterized separately so as to exploit the specific
nature of power system dynamics. This results in a more natural way to characterize
uncertainties and has been investigated in this research.

2.1.2

Computation of the f.i bounds

When the uncertainty is characterized in a structured manner, more information
about the uncertainty is captured since the unstructured uncertainty is assumed to be
bounded but otherwise unknown. In practical problems, it is generally the case that the
uncertainty consists of multiple norm bounded perturbations. Consequently, using only
a single norm-bounded perturbation for analysis is rarely adequate.
The structured singular value is defined based on the structured uncertainty repre
sentation. It is a function which provides a generalization of the singular value (for a
single full complex block) and the spectral radius (for a single repeated complex scalar
block) and gives the smallest size of the uncertainty (measured by the maximum sin
gular value of the uncertainty block) which makes the system lose stability. Since it is
based on an uncertainty characterization which makes use of much more information
than most other robust approaches, it gives much less conservative results.
In practice, the major difficulty in the application of the j.i approach lies in the com
putational burden, especially when the system dimension and the number of uncertain
parameters are large.
The major issues in computing /.i. or its equivalent are generality of the problem
description, the exactness of analysis, and the ease of computation. Many works in
literature deal with the computation of ^ bounds. They may be divided into two cat
egories: one includes those methods that emphasize refining the bounds by reducing
gaps between the upper and lower bounds as much as possible to achieve high accuracy:
the other kind of method aims at reducing the computational complexity, which tends
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to obtain fj. quickly at the expense of getting relatively cruder results. To explore the
algorithms obtaining /i, we need to make proper trade-offs between the accuracy and
the computation time.
The upper and lower bounds are derived as two optimization problems. The lower
bound of j.i is derived as a real eigenvalue maximization problem, and an improved
power iteration has been developed for the generalized mixed /z case. Although it can be
proved that /z is exactly equal to the maximal of this optimization problem, this problem
is not convex: in general only local maxima can be achieved instead of global maxima.
Thus usually we can find only the lower bound. The commercial M AT LAB Toolbox "//
analysis and synthesis" [7] uses the power algorithm to compute the lower bound. An
upper bound was presented by Fan et. al [18] which involves minimizing the eigenvalues
of a Hermitian matrix. We will use these bounds in our calculation.
The general /< analysis procedure is to compute the bounds of /<(*') as a function of
frequency *v. In practice, this function is usually computed at each point of a frequency
grid. This frequency sweep technique may. however, be unreliable in the case when
narrow and high peaks exist on the /z plot, since critical frequencies can be missed.
Doyle in [11] gave a state space test for the fast calculation of /z. This test first
performs a bilinear transformation where the frequency variable is treated as another A
block to give a larger problem which converts the continuous-time/.i problem to a discrete
time /z problem. Since the bilinear transformation is a one to one mapping between the
frequency axis and the unit circle, no frequency will be missed. Moreover, this transforms
the frequency domain calculation to a single constant /z calculation involving larger M
and A matrices. This gives a one-shot state-space /z test. But this kind of test does
not have the flexibility to evaluate ;z over a specified frequency interval. And to get the
worst case parameter, it needs an a searching procedure which is time consuming and
usually relies heavily on the tightness of the bounds to give information on the value of
a.
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Based on the development of /.z related theory, this research will explore more practical
algorithms to perform the /j. analysis.

2.2

Robustness Methodology

2.2.1

Definition of

Suppose we have a complex matrix M € C ' n x n and three non-negative integers m r .
m c . and trie (with m = m r + m c + nic < n). which specify the number of uncertainty
blocks of repeated real scalars. repeated complex scalars. and full complex blocks, re
spectively. Then the block structure AJ(m r . m c .nic) is an m-tu pie of positive integers:

^l

r.

Â. m r ^ [

frl r +

+ fït r + I • • - * * ^ fri ) •

( —*1 )

This m-tuple specifies the dimensions of the perturbation blocks and determines the
set of allowable perturbations:

= {A|A = block diag(%

-X

^.) :

S' G R.S* e R . A- € c k m r + m ' + ' x k ' " r + m r + ' }.(2.2)
This block structure is a general form for any combination of repeated real scalars,
repeated complex scalars. and full complex blocks. The purely complex case corresponds
to m r = 0. and the purely real case to m c = nic = 0.
The SSV.

of a matrix A/ € C ' n x n with respect to a block structure AJ(m r . m c . mc).

is defined as follows:
/ijç(.V) = [ min <r(A) : det(/ — À/A) = 0] - 1 .
«X6 A'c
with / IJC(A/) = 0 if det(/ - A/A) F 0 for all A € X c .
There are two special cases in which the definition of /.i can be simplified:

(2.3)
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1. A is a repeated real scalar block, i.e.. m r — 1 and m c = nic = 0, we have

/JJC ( -V/) =

PR(M).

where P R { \ I ) := maz{|A| : A is a real eigenvalue of .V}, with P R { M ) = 0 if M has
no real eigenvalues. Thus /z is the real spectral radius of \[.
2. A is a full complex block (unstructured uncertainty), i.e.. ni r = ni c = 0 and
nic = I. we have

/'A: (A/) = V( A/).
For a general type of uncertainty A € A\. the following holds:
PR(

U ) <PIC(M)<ë(.\I).

(2,1)

So /z can be viewed as a generalization of both the real spectral radius and the maximal
singular value.
From the definition of p in (2.3). it is not obvious how the value of /z may be com
puted. In fact, the exact calculation of p is generally very difficult [53]. Equation (2.4)
provides lower and upper bounds for /z. however, both bounds are too crude since the
gap between them can be arbitrarily large in some cases. In order to reduce the gap. we
define the following sets of scaling matrices Q^ and Dk-

Or := {A €

: % € [-1.1].^ = L ApAr =

D K := {block diag(Di

D M R + M C .(LI[ K M R + M R + L

(2-5)
f'm c 4 m ) :

0 < Di = D' e C k ' x k t . O < d, 6 R}

(2.6)

then the lower bound and upper bound can be refined as
m a x p R ( Q \ [ ) < P K ( U ) < inf W { D M D ~ L )
DçD jc

Q€QK

(2.7)

It has been proven in [13] that the first inequality in (2.7) is actually an equality.
However, the function p(Q\I) is not convex in Q £ Ç jc and therefore it is not guaranteed
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that a global maximum can be found. The practical computation uses a power iteration
algorithm to find a local maximum and thus obtains a lower bound for fi. On the other
hand, the calculation of an upper bound from (2.7) is a convex minimization problem
for the maximal singular value, so all local minima are global. Hence, this bound is
computationally attractive.

In this research, we will use the commercially available

MATLAB /(-toolbox to compute /z upper and lower bounds [7].

2.2.2

Linear fractional transformation

Linear fractional transformation (LFT) is an important concept when forming the
standard //. analysis framework. It is defined as follows.
Consider a matrix A/ E C n x " partitioned as

AZ =

A/lt

A/l"

.\/>l

M>2

(2.8)

with Mu € C" 1 *"'. A/22 € C J x " 2 and rt t + n, = n . Suppose we have block structures
AVi and A\ 2 defined as follows:

AT,

= { A : A EC " I X " 1 }

AV2

= {A : A E C"2X"2 }

then the block structure of A'jc defined as
A'*- := {A = block diag ( A T . A > ) : A T E AV,. A > E A'c 2 }

(2.9)

is compatible with A / . Now given any A , E A \ - , . the LFT F U { \ I . A T ) is said to be
well-posed if and only if there exists a unique solution to the loop equations shown in
Figure 2.1.

namely
w =

A/TIZ + A liid.

e =

A Z) 1 - + \ I
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w

Figure 2.1

: =

Upper LFT

A t ti

lt is easy t o see that F U (M. A[) is well posed if and only if (/„, — .l /nA|) is inverti hie.
W hen the LFT is well-posed, it is defined to be an unique mapping from d to t. i.e.. the
vectors e and d satisfy e = F U {M. A t )</ where
F u { M . A | ) : = M22 + A/ >l A i ( /, M — A/[| A i )

1

Mu

(2.10)

Note that in the above derivation we always assume that the feedback is closed
around the top inputs and outputs, and hence we obtain an upper LFT (denoted by
F u ). We can analogously define lower LFT (denoted by F/) as
Fi( M . A j ) : = M n + Miz -^z( ln 2 ~ A/22A2)

1

A/21

(2.1 L )

A fundamental property of the LFT is that the interconnections of LFTs are again
LFTs. Therefore, the LFT is very flexible in representing both parametric uncertainty
and unmodeled dynamics.

2.2.3

Robust stability and the frequency sweep method

The general definition of /J. is now extended to the linear system case. Instead of
being a constant complex matrix. M is now a transfer function matrix.
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The following theorem addresses the robust stability of linear systems and gives rise
to the most common usage of /z as a frequency domain robustness test.
Let .Vf(A'/c) denote the set of all block diagonal and stable rational transfer func
tions that have block structures such as Ajc. And for A € .Vt(A'/c). define ||A|| X :=
sup^<7{A(ju:)}.

Theorem(Robust Stability [53]) Suppose .\/(.s) is a nominal stable system(otherwise
the problem is trivial), then for all A 6 .Vl(A\-) with ||A|| X < —. the perturbed closedloop system is well posed and internally stable if and only if
sup/i*:(M(ju;)) < .1.

(2.12)

This theorem means that we can evaluate the robustness properties of a closed-loop
system by using a frequency evaluation of /z. For any given frequency point we have a
constant matrix /z problem, and the peak value of the frequency /z-plot determines the
maximal size of the uncertainty for which the close-loop system can maintain stability.
As mentioned above, the /z-toolbox software does not compute/z exactly, but bounds
it from above and below by several optimization steps. Hence, the conclusion can be
restated in terms of upper and lower bounds. If we let J u and J/ be upper and lower
bounds of /z respectively, then we can expect the following rules:
e For all uncertainty matrices A in .W(A\) satisfying ||A|| ^

the closed-loop

system is stable:
# There is a particular uncertainty matrix A in .\4(X K ) satisfying ||A||. X = — that
•n
causes instability.
The restatement of the theorem suggests the need to search for max /z&(.l/(j\j,))
i= 1.---.n
and

max /z (.V/(jtv,)) instead of s u p T h i s search involves a fairlv large

amount of computation. In practice one has to decide on the appropriate frequency
range and the fineness of the grid. Thus there is possibility of missing important points.
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Moreover, in general, /z may be discontinuous so that the use of frequency sweeps may
be misleading.

2.2.4

The state space test

The state space test method [11] for the analysis of robust stability can avoid the
frequency sweep. The main idea is that a transfer function can be expressed as a linear
fractional transformation (LFT) of a constant matrix with respect to the frequency
variable, and the frequency variable can then be treated as an uncertainty so that the
SSV technique can be applied directly.
Given a transfer function M ( s ) in the M — A framework, we write it as an upper
LFT:

-U(.s) =

— A)

1B

+ D = /•"„(

A

B
(2.13)

C

D

where p is the dimension of the state space and (.A. B . C . D) is a state space realization
of A/(.s).

M(s)

A
Ft (Mr, A )
Figure 2.2

Transfer function in state space equation form with LFT.

We denote
Mr

A

B

C

D

:=

then the state equation for the robust stability problem of M — A can be written as
i- = F i ( M f . A).r

(2.14)

where F/(.\/y. A) = A + 0A(I — DA) - l C. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Next we want to remove the frequency search and include ~ a l p as one of the uncer
tainties. Since ft usually considers uncertainty inside the unit disk, while

covers the

right half of the .s-plane. we may apply a bilinear transformation to map the right half
of the .s-plane into the unit disk on the complex plane (see Figure 2.3).

z-planc

s-plane
/

/
/

r

/
/
/
/
/

Figure 2.3

Bilinear transformation: the right half of the .s-plane to the unit
disk in r-plane.

i.e..
s=

. r € C. |c| < 1
1 +:

therefore.
ï1'

= Bi'-

This can be written in an LFT form again
[p

2/p

h

IP

- I p = F u { Q . : l p ) where Q : =

Now we can replace j/ p with the LFT of this constant matrix Q with respect to the
new frequency variable c, as shown in Figure 2.4. The interconnection of Q and \lj in
lower and upper LFT can be simplified using Redhaffer's star product [42]. This results
in a new connection shown in Figure 2.4.c with matrix T in the following form

T=

l p + 2.-l( Ip — .-l)~ l

'2(I P — A ) ~ l B

C ( [ p — .-l)~ l

D + C(lp-A)-lB

(a)

Figure 2.4

(b)

(c)

Frequency sweep transformed to state space test: A constant /<
problem.

From Figure 2.4. we eliminate the frequency sweep by including the frequency vari
able as one of the uncertainty parameters (a repeated complex scalar block). In this way.
we obtain a one-shot /.t test involving a constant matrix /< problem. This is formally
stated in the following theorem:

Theorem(Robust stability with state space test ) [11]
sup/< A (A/(>:)) < 1 if and only if f.i±(T) < I
u/€R
where À = { d i a g { z l p . A), r € C. |r| < 1}.
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Note that this theorem only tells us whether supf.i±(AI(ju:)) is less than or equal to
I, which is a direct test For robust stability/instability. In order to compute the value of
sup ^ f.i±(M(ju:)), we need to define:

r.

FI(T)

Tn

±T l2

Ta

~Tii

inf {o > 0 : /z~(7' L ,) < l}

(2.15)

(2.16)

Then Theorem 2.2.4 can be restated as:
sup/z A (.\/(;'u.-)) = /z('F)
n

(2.i;

Note that the right hand side of ( 2.16) involves a search over o: thus, we haven't
totally eliminated the need to search. Since /z-^(T Ll ) is monotonically decreasing as a
increases, the binary search can be used for ( 2.16) which involves only several constant
f.i calculations.
As mentioned before, the /z-toolbox software computes the lower and upper bounds
instead of the exact value of /z. Therefore, we also obtain lower and upper bounds for
fi(T). Since the upper and lower bounds of /z~CT„) may not be always monotonie, a
linear search over a is still needed.

2.3

Power System Modeling

In order to perform the robust analysis on the power system, we need to set up the
required framework. First, the nominal system model must be obtained. The power
system models are described in detail in the following sections. The synchronous gen
erators are represented by a classical model(see chapter 2 of [3]) or two-axis model(see
chapter 4 of [3]). with an excitation system represented by ETMSP Type-30 model [26]
and power system stabilizer in ETMSP Type-1 model [26]. The network is represented
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by steady-state network parameters with a constant impedance load model. By assum
ing the generator internal reactance to be constant, the network representation can be
reduced to generator internal buses. The equations representing the various power sys
tem components can be coupled with the reduced network equations through a reference
frame transformation. As a result, we obtained a set of coupled differential algebraic
equations in the following form:
X

=

f(X.Z.u)

0

=

g(X.Z)

(2.18)

where X is the vector of state variables governed by the differential equations, and
Z is the vector of network variables.
The procedure for obtaining a linearized model of the system given in ( 2.IS) is
summarized as follows. A power flow solution is obtained for a given operating condition,
specified in terms of real and reactive power load, real power generation schedules at
generator buses, and voltage magnitudes at certain buses. This solution provides the
voltage magnitudes and angles at all the buses. With the voltage solution and the power
injection at each generator bus. initial conditions for the state variables are calculated.
The state equations and the network equations are then linearized, and a set of statespace equations representing the power system are obtained in the following form:
X'ù

=

AA' A + F Z ±

GZ±

=

H XA

(2.19)

Where X± is the vector of incremental state variables. Z\ is the vector of incremen
tal network variables, and A.F.G.FI are coefficient matrices with proper dimensions.
Chapter 3 in [51] schematically describes the structure of the coupled equations.
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2.3.1

Generator model

In this dissertation, we use two kinds of generator models: the two-axis model and
the classical model [3]. We assume that in a power system with n generators, the first
m generators are represented by the two-axis model and equipped with exciters and the
remaining n — m generators are represented by the classical model.

2.3.1.1

Classical model

The classical model is the simplest model to represent generators without excitation
control in a multi-machine system (see Chapter 2 of [3]). It is based on the following
assumptions:
1. Mechanical power input is constant.
2. Damping or asynchronous power is negligible.
3. Constant-voltage-behind-transient-reactance model for the synchronous machines
is valid.
4. The mechanical rotor angle of a machine coincides with the angle of the voltage
behind the transient reactance.
With the loads represented by constant impedance, the load nodes and the terminal
voltage nodes of the generators are eliminated. The resulting network contains only
the internal generator nodes (numbered from 1 to n). The generator reactance and the
constant impedance loads are included in the bus admittance matrix Y], ua of the reduced
network.
The dynamic equations for the classical model are given by
=

P,-Pe,

Si =

— a.'s

(2.20)
i = m + 1. m + 2

n

(2.21 )
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where,
P, = P mi - EfG u
PEL

[ E > E J B , J sin(ô", - S j ) + E T E J G T ] cos( S i - <!>j)]

=

and
internal bus voltage of generator i
.V,: inertia constant of generator i
P mi : mechanical power input of generator i
Gidriving point conductance of node i
G tJ + jBij-. the transfer admittance between node i and node j in the reduced network
rotor speed of generator /(with respect to the synchronous frame)
a,'s: synchronous speed
S,: rotor angle of generator i

2.3.1.2

Two-axis model

Generators with excitation control are described by the two-axis model (see chapter
4 of [:)]) in this work. The two-axis model accounts for the transient effects and requires
the following assumptions.
1. In the stator voltage equations, the variation of flux linkages of d-q axes are neg
ligible compared to the speed voltage terms.
2. a," = a,'5 = 1 p.11.

The resultant dynamic equations are given by
"to, È q i =

E F D i - E q i + ( x d i - .r d i )l d i

(2.22)

r

—Edi - ( X qi — X q,)Iqi

(2.23)

7 0i Êdi

=

M *'i =

Pmi — ( Lu E dt + I q iE q i ) + (x q i — Xj t - ) [qi I,ji

— *'5)

(2.24)
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S; = u,', — u.'s

i = 1.2

ni

(2.25)

where,
£^: direct and quadrature axes stator EMFs corresponding to rotor transient flux
components, respectively
[j. Z ? : the d and q axes stator currents
T' <1Q , r,j 0 :

open-circuit direct and quadrature axes transient time constants
direct axis synchronous and transient reactances

.r 7 ..r, ( : quadrature axis synchronous and transient reactances
Efo". stator EMF corresponding to the field voltage
D,: damping coefficient of generator i .

2.3.1.3

Angle reference

In (2.21) and (2.25). we used the absolute rotor angles (<>",. i = 1.2

n ) as state

variables. Since these n state variables are not independent, we can introduce the relative
rotor angles as new state variables which are independent. Without loss of generality.
Ji is chosen as a reference: then, the relative rotor angles are defined as:
S a = Si — S i .

i = 2.3

ti

The dynamic equations ( 2.20) — ( 2.25) remain unchanged with each Si replaced
by 5,1 and ^ replaced by u.' L . Therefore ( 2.21) and ( 2.25) becomes
S ti = a— wv'i

2.3.2

i = 2.3

n

(2.26)

Excitation system model

The type of excitation system used is ETMSP Type-30 [26] (same as IEEE AC-4.
see [16]). as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Vref
FD

El

1+sT

l+sT
PSS

PSS

1+sT

Figure 2.5

Excitation system model: ETMSP Type-30.

The state variables are £ ed- -Y ei- and X E >- and the dynamic equations are given by
ÊFD,

=

Xei,

=

Â'e'2, =
Vr

=

I At
l Rt
*• Bi

~ -^—EED, +

l At

T

I AI

( V'ref,- + VPSST - A Eu)

A'EI, + zp—Vft
I Ri

(2.27)
(2.28)

EJi + - = [\>REFi + Vps.si — A El,)
' 6t

(2.29)

Vr 7 +j\r-z

= (/:,] + -r,'/ l.i) + j( E', { - X '; /, )

/ = 1.2

n;

(2.30 )

where.
Vr: generator terminal voltage
V REF- exciter reference voltage
V'pss:

power system stabilizer voltage

« = Ta/Tsi. T B , and Ta are time constants

2.3.3

Power system stabilizer model

A power system stabilizer is used to add a modulation signal to a generator's voltage
reference input. The idea is to produce an electric torque at the generator proportional
to speed. Since there is a phase lag between the voltage signal and the electric torque.
PSS usually uses a simple phase lead compensator to adjust the input signal to give it
the correct phase. Figure 2.6 shows the action of the PSS.
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system

ATm
generator
elctrical
ATe
dynamics

exciter

AGO
2Hs

power
system
stabilizer

Figure 2.6

Block diagram showing stabilizer action.

Vpss

1-T, / T
1+sT

Figure 2.7

1+sT

1-T, /T
1+sT

Power system stabilizer model.
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When we performed the robustness analysis, we chose a conventionally designed PSS
as our controller. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 2.7. The state variables are A^.
A's-j and

.V53.

1-

where

The equations for these variables are as follows:

-V51,

=

——Asi, + —/vsi^'Ai
' 5(
' 51

A >'2,

—

—Tf-.Xs2i +
1
I >i
I 2i

•Vs3i

—

—

PSS,

—

—

' 2i

(2.31 )
— -Vs,-u]

A's.i, + %r"( 1 — ^-)[AS2i +
/ ll
1 II
' Il
1 >1
M , v,
, T: i t v ,
, TuTu
— - r - r A s i i + T=r.\S2i + A53,- +
/ _>l / 11
'll
1 >11 ll

= —— I.

(2.32)
— A si,)]

/\>- ,-u.Ai

(2.33)
,
(-••>-!)

When doing linearization of the above equations. Au:A, =

.
I x
—— Au,-; = —Au.-,
CL.'Z

2.3.4

-'s

Network modeling

Constant impedance loads are used. By eliminating all the load nodes, the network
is reduced to contain only the generator internal buses. The bus admittance matrix
Y'bus consists of diagonal elements Y^LOij = G„ + jB, t . Y^LO^ = G tJ + j B tJ . Based on
a procedure given in Chapter 9 of [3] the generator currents are given in the following
form:

A„ =

£ [ ^ + b( < > U) £ ; - F B - G ^ E ' ^ + Y . ï r . + B ( S , k ) E k
j= I
k=m+ 1

(2.35)

Idi

^QFB-C^i./)^ + Fc+sl^ij)^] + 53 FB-a{à,k)Ek

(2.36)

=

j=l fc=m

/t =

+l

J2[F G + B ( S k j ) E q j - F B -G (Skj)E, { j } + 52
j= l

F C+ BM E ,

(2.37)

Z=m + 1

z = 1.2

m

k\l = m + I

n

where
Fg+S(^;)

= Gij cos( Sij ) + Bij sin( 6 tJ )

(2.38)

2.3.5

F B - G ($ I J )

=

Bi. cos(Sij) - Cùj sin(^j)

(2.39)

Sij

=

Si — Sj

(2.40)

Overall system equation

The dynamic equations governing the generators, exciters, and the PSS have the
following general form:
X = f(X.Z.u)

(2.41)

where.
.V T = [A'£ u . .VX p S S ] . the vector of state variables
A«>\W = [ £ , | | . m ) '

Ê-/(i_ m )-^'(l-n)-^(2-n)l] r
A'£j(i_ m )] f

X ES = [EpD(l-m)-

A P S S — [ A S,'I( 1 -m). A$2( 1 _ m ). A^3( 1 — rn)]
/,/(!_,„). /[(„;+!)-,;]. Vt~(i-„)] 7 • the vector of network variables

Z =

u =[ V f l £ / r

(

. the vectoro fcontrol inputs

and f is the vector of nonlinear functions summarized below:
hi =

Ê'v

=

m

— E.,, + ( - l ''ii —

=
f-u =

i= I

NOi
E'.u

' = I

(2.42)

rn

~ ! ~ [ ~ ^ J i — (•*> — X ,,i)Lli]

(2.43)

r 70.

hi = *'<
=

hi

,/"5i

<= 1

n

t - r [ P m , — ( l i i E r l i + I, { iE q i ) + (.r, ;[ — x d l ) /,,, i n
*»/j

= d~u
—

U-, — u-i

—

E FDi

'=2

-^-X e h —

1 Ai

— (u-v — o-'s)]

(2.44)

n
(2.45)

' —1
T f —EpDi
' Ai

Ti
+

r

~ 4 ' (^ r e f i + Vpss.

' Ai

- A'/sri,-)

(2.46)
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/«.-

hi

=

X' EII

=

- T ^ - X E H + -zr-^'Ti
' Ri
' Ri
i
= I
XEII

=

—

1

— 7; — X E H +
'Bi

/Si

=

Xsi,

' 51

fiOi

(2.47)
m

{^REFi + \ p s s i

T

i=1

=

-Tp-Xsh + ^r-( I —
)[
' >1
l h
I II
>\'li
—

l li

(2.49)

1 ii wb'5

Xsi,

=

(2.48)

m

=

=

A £ii)

' Bi

I Ksi ,
-r
Au.-,

=

/o,

1 — 1 e • * • s ni

/ = I

rn
A^, - -V51,]

(2.50)

' — I
+ — ( I — rp-)[As-2, + — (
Aw*, — A .s 1,) ]
l It
l li
' It ~'.s

(2.51 )

Note that we use ( 2.4-1) to model generators in the two-axis model as well as in the
classical model. This is true because the classical model can be viewed as a special case
of the two-axis model with E' t = E, E',, = 0. /,, = /. and l ,i = 0.
Linearization of ( 2.41) leads to
AX = |£A.Y + ^AZ + TpAfi
aA
dZ
au

(2.02)

We also have the network algebraic equation
0 = g(X.Z)

(2.53)

This equation is linearized and organized so that all the terms related to the algebraic
variables are put at one side of the equation and those related to the state variables are
on the other side of the equation.
We obtain the representation of the whole system in the state space form as
AX

=

AAA' + FAZ + SAu

GAZ = tfAX

(2.54)
(2.55)
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where
A

= H -

f

= i

's=E

IM6>

The procedure to obtain G. H and the detailed expressions for the elements of all
the coefficient matrices are given in Appendix 4.2.

2.4

Uncertainty Characterization

2.4.1

Capture the uncertainties in the linearized model

As mentioned in Chapter 2.1. we will use the state-space representation to capture
the parameter uncertainties in the system matrices.
In [32]. the parameter uncertainties in the system equations were characterized in the
differential equations which were obtained after representing all the network variables
by the state variables.

A more natural way of characterizing the uncertainties was

investigated in this dissertation, where the uncertainties in the algebraic equations and
differential equations were considered separately.
In this research, the uncertainties considered were different operating conditions in
the power system, which are represented by parameter variation, such as tie-line power
flow, total generation of certain areas, etc.

When the operating condition changes,

some elements of the coefficient matrices of the dynamic equation (2.19) also change.
Our study shows that the dependence of such a change on the parameter variation can
be approximated by a low order polynomial. Results show that linear approximation
achieves very good accuracy, compared to quadratic approximations in [32].
Next, we cast our problem as a robust stability problem in the canonical M — A
framework to apply the SSV method. The range of the operating parameters within
which the system can remain stable is determined. For simplicity, we only took one op
erating parameter p varying within the known interval [p m m .p m a r ] (two or more varying
parameters can be treated in a similar way). Those coefficients of the matrices in the

dynamic equation (2.19) which depend on p will change with the change of operating
conditions. Consider the entries of the A-matrices as an example. Each element of the
A-matrix in (2.19) that depends on the parameter can be expressed as follows:
A >J

= A ',JO + A ',JIP

(2-57)

It is desirable to normalize the range of uncertain parameter to the interval [-1.1].
Let
n mar

, ..min

P=

..mar
+

..mm
T-—6

{1M)

where — I < S < 1. Note that as S varies within the interval [—1. I], p will vary within
the interval [p mtn . p maj: }. Thus the variation in p is captured by the variation in S. When
substituting (2.58) into (2.57). we get

a s a polynomial of S:

Then (2.57) can be rewritten as:
"ij = «uO + «,;!<>'
where

6 takes the values in the interval [-1.1]. and where rz v > depends on <i' ljl{ .

(2.59)
and

pm,lT.

Based on the above representation, it is possible to write the system equations with
one perturbed real parameter as follows:
Â
(Go + SC>I)Z

= ( .-lo +

) A + ( F Q + S F\ ) Z

= ( HQ + 6 HI ) A

(2.60)

where S € [— l. + lj: .-lo = [«ijo] is the matrix of the constant part in equation (2.57).
and Ai = [«,Ji] is the matrix of the coefficients of the first order part in equation
(2.57): F Q .G Q . H 0 are matrices of the constant parts after linear curve fitting for F. G.
H respectively while F t . G'i and Ht are the respective first order part. Note that we
omitted the subscript A. and all the variables here are the incremental variables actually.
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Since Go is invertible(see expression for G 0 in appendix 4.2), we can rewrite the above
equations as follows:
. r-

X

0

X

=

Gô l Ho

z

z

0

G ô l Hi

Fi
- GôlGi

X

z

X

X

P

A,

+6

+ SR

(2.6 r

z

z

where the matrices P and R are defined bv

P =

Ao

Fj

(2.62)

Gô l H 0 0
A,

R =
GQ 1

Fi

H1

(2.63)
1

— fi'u (• 1

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is then used to reduce the order of the system. By
using SVD factorization for R. we have
/? = r s i " .

The matrix E is diagonal, with the singular values in decreasing order on the diagonal.
The matrices C and V are unitary matrices and the superscript H denotes the hermitian
conjugate, which equals the normal transpose in the case of real matrices. The matrix
R has precisely r = rank(R) number of singular values that are separated from zero. If
we partition the matrix

i' and

V according to the non-zero singular values, we get

R = [L\ 12]

Now we let Ri =
order of the svstem.

and

Sr

0

0

0

[l'i v 2 ]" = c l ï r v; f / .

= ^. r Y\ H . This allows us the possibility of reducing the
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To extract the uncertainty S , we define the vectors v and œ as

v =

X

R>

(2.64)

z
A.'

=

JV

(2.65)

We see that because of the factorization the size of the vectors c and u,' will be exactly
r = rank( R). If R is of low rank, then the order of the uncertainty block will be reduced
significantly. Now.

X

X

= p

+ RiSv = P

z

z

X

X

+ fi,^ = p

z

Let us add c to the outputs and

z

""'.V

+ fi,

(2.66)

^z

to the inputs: hence.

v
0

R,

X

(2.67)

X

P

fi,

z

z

Partition fi t . /?>. P . let:
Ro =

fij.x

(2.68)

fi i.Z

R\ =

(2.69)
fi,.Z

P =

P.X.X

P.X.Z

Pz.X

Pz.2

(2.70)

Then.
V

X

z

0

R2.X

Ri.z

UJ

fi[.vY

P.X.X

P.x.z

X

fi.,z

Pz.X

Pz.z

Z

=

(2.71)
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Rearranging the input and output, we get

z
X

—

V

Pz.z

Pz.x

Ruz

z

P.x.z

P.X.X

R\,x

X

R-i.z

R>,x

0

vV

(/ -Pz.z)~l

Pz.X

Taking Z as an internal signal.
X

X

=r

V

where

R*.x

o

+

P.X.Z

&

Rux

R\.z

(2.7

N

P.X.X

This process of "pulling out" and isolating the uncertainty to get the resulting in
terconnection of known system components and uncertain parameters is redrawn in
Figure 2.8. where .V is a known dynamic system, and A is a diagonal (structured) per
turbation which accounts for the uncertainty.

Figure 2.8

Robust stability analysis framework.
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2.4.2

Numerical results for the uncertainty characterization

The robustness analysis approach was first applied to a four-machine, two-area sam
ple system. as shown in Figure 2.9. This system was specially designed by Ontario Hydro
to study the fundamental nature of inter-area oscillations [271.

AREA I

AREA2

6

o-

4

o

AR1GI

AR2G1

~r

o
AR1G2

Figure 2.9

Qcapl

'

LOAD I

'

Qcap2

LOAD2

Ô
AR2G2

Four-machine two-area test system.

For the -(-machine. 2-area test system, the exporting power from Areal was chosen
as the uncertainty, which was allowed to vary in the range [0 — 400]A/It*. The Load
I was varied in the range [1140 — 1540]A/IV while Load 2 was varied in the range
[1400 - 1800] A/H'.
The results are shown in Table 2.1 under symbol "DAE". The estimated exporting
power was obtained from performing the eigenvalue test, by increasing the varying pa
rameter! power export) to find the "critical" system eigenvalues. As a comparison, the
robustness analysis results using the lumped differential equation!under symbol "DE")
to capture uncertainties [32] are also listed. The time cost was for 50 points of /.i calcu
lation in the frequency sweep.
From Table 2.1 we see that using linear approximation in the proposed approach
for uncertainty characterization can achieve accuracy comparable with that achieved byusing quadratic approximation in the "DE" method. In addition, the computation time
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Table 2.1

Robust Analysis Results for 4-machine
System

f.i upper bound
Estimated P exp (MVV)
Exact exporting power(MVV)
Error(%)
size of A
Time cost(s)

DAE
1.4913
334.1
344.5
3.02
14
59.15

DE
1.4550
337.5
344.5
2.04
22
100.19

for the former procedure is much less than that of the latter.
Another test was performed on a fifty-machine system [50]. This is a moderate sized
system which includes all the modeling features and the complexity of large scale power
systems. A one-line diagram of the area of interest is shown in Figure 2.10.
This test system contains 44 generators represented by the classical model with uni
form damping and 6 generators represented by a two-axis model. All classical modeled
machines have uniform damping D,/.W, = 0.1 except machines at buses #137 and #140
which have D,/.U, = 0.5. The base case power flow was characterized by setting the gen
eration at Bus #93 and #110 to be 1250MVV. This generation was treated as uncertain
and was allowed to vary in the range [2*1150-2" L350]MW.
By performing an eigenvalue test, the exact critical generation was obtained as:
1320.5MW. The robust analysis results using the differential algebraic model with the
changing elements in A matrix represented by linear approximation are shown in Ta
ble 2.2. The time cost is for 20 points of f.i calculation for the frequency sweep.
Note that the peak of ^-plot in both cases was larger than 1.0. so the robust sta
bility was not achieved within the given operating range. In both cases, the estimated
stability limits agreed with the exact stability limits. Therefore, we can conclude that
the proposed method provides a precise tool for the evaluation of power system robust
stability.
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104 "T
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Figure 2.10

IEEE 50-generator system: a one-line diagram of the study
area.
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Table 2.2

Robust Analysis Results for 50-machine System

Peak of p upper bound
Frequency for this peak(rad/s)
Estimated critical generation(MW)
Exact critical générât ion ( M VV)
Error(%)
Size of A
Time cost(s)

2.5

DAE
1.4217
1.8299
1320.3
1320.5
1.5 x 10-'
112
862.48

DE
1.4436
1.8307
1319.3
1320.5
9.1 x 10
122
878.09

Robustness Analysis

2.5.1

The real spectral radius

Looking at the definition of p in (2.1$). it is not difficult to see that p for a single
r e p e a t e d r e a l s c a l a r b l o c k r e d u c e s t o t h e r e a l s p e c t r a l r a d i u s , i . e . . w h e n m r = 1. m c =
mc = 0. /ijc(.U) = pa(M). where the real spectral radius is defined as [53]

PR ( M ) := nf«a-{|,\| : A is a real eigenvalue of A/}.
with P R ( M ) = 0 if A/ has no real eigenvalues.
Proof: Suppose A = S I . where S € R
/' a (-V)

= [ min {<r(A) : det(/ — A/A) = 0}] - 1
AeA'c
= [rain{i : det(Z — M { S I ) ) = 0}] -1
= [mm{^ : d>[det(-/ — A/)] = 0}] — 1
=

PR(

A/)

Thus, p is the real spectral radius of M in such a special case. This provides a fast
procedure to obtain exact p since the p calculation is reduced to a single eigenvalue
computation at each frequency.
The application of this property is restricted due to lack of numerical stability. For
a complex matrix M. even if it does have some real eigenvalue, a small perturbation of
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its elements will cause the disappearance of the real eigenvalue. The simulation results
show that we never found a real eigenvalue for the matrix \[{jui).
However, some complex eigenvalues of M ( j u s ) have a relatively small imaginary part,
which can be ignored when compared to its real part. These eigenvalues can be approx
imated as real eigenvalues. Among them, we find the one which has the largest real part
and take this real part as pr(M). This gives an approximation of f.i. and the result is
very close to what we get from the frequency sweep.
To obtain the peak value of /z over the frequency, we still need the frequency sweep,
and the possibility of ignoring important frequency points still exists.

2.5.2

Bounded frequency test

In light of the state space test, an alternative solution is proposed [43] to transform a
classical frequency dependent, /z analysis problem into a bounded frequency test problem,
in which the frequency

is introduced as an additional uncertainty. L'nlike the state

space test, which treats the frequency variables over the whole frequency space (complex
variables over the whole right half plane) as uncertainties, this test could obtain /z over
a specified frequency range while the frequency is treated as a real scalar parameter.
Consider the interconnection structure .U(.s)—A. where A is the structured perturba
tion. We would like to compute without frequency gridding: /z mar =

max

/z^( .U(>v) )

-'€[-Vrmn - " m a x ]

In order to do this, we need to derive an LFT model for the dynamic system M(jyj).
in which the frequency is viewed as a real scalar parameter. Let (.1. B.C. D) be the
state-space model of the transfer function matrix ,V(s). For a given positive a.-, the
matrix H satisfying .V(>v) =

H=

is given as follows:

jA~l

A~lB
(2.75)

—jC'A~l

—C'A~lB + D

This can be verified by the definition of the upper LFT as follows.
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P r o o f : Let
jA- 1 .-r l e
-X'.-l" 1
where H n = j A

H\ > = A

1B.

-C'A~lB+D

tl2\ = —jC'A

l

Hn

H\2

H21

H22

. H n = — C .1

1B

+ D.

By definition.
P u { H.^l)

—

H-22 + t f 'il ( y j l ) { l — //[ ivL.'/ ) ' H 1 2

=

-CA~l B+ D + (-jCA~l)(^l)(I - jA~l^rl

=

D -C[A~l + A-l(j+>l)(l - A-l(j^l))-lA-l\B

B

Vse the fact [57] that for any matrix E .
{En- E

l 2

E

2 2

l

E

2

= E ; [ l + E ~ l E l 2 ( E r 2 - E 2 l Ef, 1 £' I J ) ~ 1 E 2 l E" 1

=> . r 1 + .-r'(>v/)(/-

= (A-j^ir 1

Then the above equation can be simplified as
JF U ( H . ^ I )

= D — c[.-r l +

,-r'(>•/)(/- A-'o/D-'.-r'ifî

=

D-C(A-j^[)-lB

=

D +C'(j^l - A)~lB

=

To normalize the frequency uncertainty, let
a,' = J-'o + u-'i x <L.\

where
^'O

=

(*'mai "i" ^'min )/2. a,'[ — (^'max

"''min )/ —
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we have
A/(»

=

D + C(jujl — A)~lB

=

D + C [J(u.'o +

=

D + C [j( u ! \ S L j ) I — ( A — J a , ' o / ) ]

/ — A]

1B
1B

Let
jA'- 1

A = A — ju.'o/. H[ u.'o) =

—J'C'A'-1

A'-'S
-CA'~lB+D

then
M{j^)
Absorb

=

into H and let

//i(-Jo) =

;A '-V,
-jCA'~ l -.•!

A'~lB
-CA'- l fi + D
<L.7

0

We get the normalized perturbation blocks A as: A =

. This process is
0

A

shown in Figure 2.11.

Theorem( [43]) With the notation introduced before.
/'max =

max-

u±[.\[{j*:)) < 1 iff

< I

M(jw)

Figure 2.11

Form the bounded frequency test.

(2.77)
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This theorem provides a reliable way to check robust stability in the sense that the
potential problems with frequency discontinuities are avoided. Now we can solve the
robustness analysis problem on the Hi(o-'o) — A framework. In doing so. this bounded
frequency test reduces our problem to a single constant // problem with purely real
uncertainties, thereby arriving at a very fast solution of the original problem.
Next, we need to perform a similar a searching process as in a state space test to find
the maximum uncertainty size before instability occurs. The introduction of a factor is
related to the concept of "skewed-//" [42]. Skewed-// is used when we need to check how
large a particular source of uncertainty can be before the system loses stability while
keeping other blocks fixed. If we have two uncertainties, say A = diay{Ai. A>}. and
assume we have fixed ||Ai|| < I. and we want to find how large Aj can be before we
get instability, the solution is to shrink Aj by a factor of o and then find the smallest
value of q which makes //^(ZZ[) < 1. where A = diay{Ai. ^Aj} The above idea can be
restated as follows:

Theorem
max/z^t.\/(j«.'))

=

inf{o|//^(Z/,) < 1} with H l =

(2.TS)

Note that in this theorem, the shrinking factor o for the uncertainty block A has
been absorbed into the system matrix ZZi(^o) to form

H[.

It can be proved that

[)

is a monotonically decreasing function of a. thus allowing a systematic way of finding
q . such as by a bisection procedure.

A problem with this application is that we have to use upper or lower bounds as
substitutes for

[) in the a searching procedure. Although the exact

is

a monotonically decreasing function with respect to a. its bounds are not necessary.
This is especially true of the lower bounds: sometimes we only get poor lower bounds
due to the non-convex nature of the problem. This leads to difficulty in applying the
bisection algorithm. To compensate for this disadvantage, we propose to combine this
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test with branch and bound schemes. By doing this, we do not need to perform the a
searching, and we can take advantage of the frequency sweep without worrying about
missing important frequency points.

2.5.3

Branch and bound scheme

In this branch and bound scheme, the objective is to find the frequency where the
supA/(ju. 1 )) happens. We first screen the frequency intervals using a bounded frequencv test which is only a one-shot
nating all the intervals with

test at a certain frequency interval. After elimi

i) less than 1. we perform a frequency sweep test on

the remaining intervals. This provides an intelligent way to do a frequency sweep instead
of blindly choosing the frequency interval to perform the sweep. The screening results of
the branch and bound procedure gives frequency ranges small enough to indicate where
the instability might happen.
We use the upper bound information to determine whether a certain frequency in
terval should be thrown away or not. If the upper bound of

i) is less than I.

itself will definitely be less than I. Such an interval can be eliminated. To
perform faster screening, we try to use rough upper bounds whenever possible. For any
M € C" x ".

M) < inf <x( DMD~ l ) where T>K is a set of matrices commutable with
DePc

all the matrices in A\-. see equation (2.6) for details.
The branch and bound scheme for our problem will be as follows:
bvanch [u,' m j n . u»' ma x]
while

u-'max — *' m i n > tolerance
perform the bounded frequency test over [u.'min.u:max].
Let L' = the upper bound of n±(H[):
if t' < 1 break:
else

6ronc /i[u,'min. (u,'max •hu»,min )/2].
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6TOflc/l[(iVmax 4" u>'min )/2, a.'max] i

endif
endwhile

2.5.4

Numerical results

2.5.4.1

For the real spectral radius /t calculation

For the 4-machine. 2-area test system, the exporting power from A real was chosen
as the uncertainty, which was allowed to vary in the range [0 — 400]A/U*. The Load
1 was varied in the range [1140 — 1540] A/It" while Load 2 was varied in the range
[1400 — 1800] A/It*. Since the total load of the system remains the same, this case is one
real uncertainty case.
Since now p K ( A/( >,')) = p n { A/( j ^ ' ) ) . in order to get sup^ €R //A;( M ( j ^ ) ) . we searched
over the frequency space for su.p^ n pn( M{]*:)). This involved a frequency sweep, but
at each frequency gridding point, the computation of eigenvalues of M(j^) was rather
simple and quick.
The following table gives the eigenvalues of A A (jo. 1 ) for

= 2.7316. where the peak

of /< a :(AA( j *')) appeared.
In Table 2.3. the first eigenvalue has a relatively small imaginary part compared with
its real part. This small imaginary part may have been introduced by numerical error.
Nevertheless, we can consider it as a real eigenvalue. So now /> r ( A/(j2.7316)) % 1.5095.
Similarly, we get pr ( \I (j«:)) at each frequency gridding point. The maximal real spectral
radius is achieved at approximately

= 2.7316 and its value is 1.5095. The resulting

critical exporting power is 332.5A/W. The result is pretty close to 334.1 A/It* from a
frequency sweep for fi. compared with 344.5A/tA from a traditional eigenvalue test. For
a frequency gridding of 50 points it takes only 0.79s.
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imaginary part
-0.0088
0.0920
0.0230
-0.0812
o

real part
1.5095
-0.0240
-0.0785
0.0189
0.0354
-0.0199
0.0473
0.0104
0.0265
-0.0323
0.0116
-0.0047
-0.0000
0.0022

The Eigenvalues
of A/(ju.') for
a; = 2.7316

p
O

Table 2.3

-0.0557
0.0572
0.0539
0.0322
-0.0037
-0.0196
0.0086
-0.0000
0.0002

For one real uncertainty case in the fifty machine system, the scenario is also similar
to the one mentioned above. We got p^ % 1.4288 (approximated from an eigenvalue of
= 1.4288 — _/0.01087( at ^ = 1.8301). The resulting critical generation at bus
#93 and #110 is 2 x 1320.VH*. The result is the same for a frequency sweep for p as
compared with 1320.5 .1/11' from a traditional eigenvalue test. For a frequency gridding
of 50 points it takes only 14.11s.

2.5.4.2

For the bounded frequency test

• One shot p test
This test was performed on the four-machine system. Conditions were kept the
same as those in the frequency sweep test conducted above. A frequency range
[2.65.2.85]. which includes the critical frequency, was selected.
The one shot p test gave the upper bound of p ± { H i) as 1.9527 and the lower
bound as 1.5346. which indicates that the exact p±( Hi ) must be greater than I.
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So we can conclude that the system is unstable within the given uncertainty range.
• Estimate the parameter range for a stable operation
Figure 2.12 gives the upper and lower bounds of

corresponding to the

changing in a.

+

3.5

upperbound
lowerbound
points with lower bound greater than 1

w: (2.65, 2.85)

2.5

I

(1.35, 1.0877)

0.5

0.5
alpha

Figure 2.12

o searching to get the skewed-/!.

Since the upper bound remains above I. it provides no information on when the
exact

goes down through I. But if we look at the lower bound, when

o = 1.35. the lower bound of

is still above 1. Thus, we can say that the

exact n±{H[) goes down through 1 at least after o = 1.35. Since there is no point
beyond a = 1.35 that gives the value of the lower bound of (i±(H[) greater than
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I. we can use 1.35 as an approximation of /}. Accordingly, we found the estimate
value of the critical exporting power as 34S .V/H'. Compared to the results from
the eigenvalue test, where the value of the critical exporting power was 344.5.\/H\
the error is only 0.2%.

2.5.4.3

For the branch and bound scheme

The test was performed on the four machine system with the same scenario in the
previous sections. The initial frequency range was chosen as [0. I00]r«r//.s.
When the tolerance was set to O.Ls. it only took 32.05s to arrive at the results. Large
frequency intervals with /z < I were eliminated. The conclusion was that the frequency
sweep test should be performed on the intervals [0.0.19531\rad/s and [2.53906.3.5l562]zW/.s
to find the peak value of /z. see Figure 2.13.
The frequency sweep followed in this procedure immediately ruled out the former
interval and determined the peak of

[(]*:)).

Figure 2.14 is the /z plot for the

frequency sweep in the interval [0.0.19531]r«(//.s. and Figure 2.15 is the /z plot for the
frequency sweep in the interval [2.53906.3.51562]rrz(//.s.

The peak of /z is 1.4605 at

u.- = 2.7384.
The proposed branch and bound scheme can efficiently rule out frequency intervals
where

< I) and can narrow the frequency sweep process down to a reasonable

frequency interval. This can help us intelligently select intervals for a frequency sweep
and avoid missing important points.
From Figure 2.15. we see that a narrow spike appears in the f.i plot. If one performs
the frequency sweep test without knowing which frequency interval should pay attention
to. it is very easy to miss the peak and draw wrong conclusions accordingly. Although
the branch and bound scheme takes additional dozens of seconds before performing the
frequency sweep, it not only saves time for blindly trying frequency interval to sweep on
but also avoids missing important frequency range.
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3

3.1

v

GAP METRIC BASED ROBUTNESS ANALYSIS

From the Structured Singular Value to the Gap Metric

The structured singular value // is a very powerful tool for the evaluation of robustness
with a given controller. It is natural for one to try to use it for controller design. For
complex perturbations a method known as D/\-iteration is available [7. 14].

It has

several applications in literature [51. 52]. Let's take a brief look at the D/\-iteration.
The standard framework for //-synthesis is given in Figure 3.1. The system labeled
P is the open-loop interconnection and contains all of the the known elements including
the nominal plant model and appropriate weighting functions, and A is the uncertainty
block from the set As. The set of uncertain systems to be controlled is described by
the LFT
{F„(P.A):A€ As .ij(A)< 1}
The design objective is to find a controller K that belongs to the class l\ 3 of all
rational proper controllers such that for all uncertainty A G As. <r( A) < 1. . the closedloop system is stable and satisfies
||F,[F u (P.A)./y]|U< I

(3.1)

It is clear from Figure 3.1 that
F,[F U (P.A)./V] = F U [F,(P./V).A]
Therefore, the performance requirement in (3.1) becomes:
||F u [F,(P./ Y -).A]|U< 1

(3.2)
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Since the robust performance problem can be treated as an "augmented" robust
stability problem, and Z\* achieves robust performance if and only if
max/z Ap (F;(P./v)(ju:)) < 1

(3.3)

so the //-synthesis is equivalent to minimizing the peak value of / ZA p (-) of the closed-loop
transfer function Fi(P. Zv") over all stabilizing controllers K. i.e..

mjnmax^A p (f/(P. Z\")(j^))
t\

(3.1)

M(P.K)
Figure 3.1

f.i synthesis framework.

Since
/'A P (Z r l(P. ZV)(ju.-)) < min&(DF,{P. K)(j^)D'

(3.4) is equivalent to finding the controller that minimizes the peak value of /z upper
bound over frequency instead, namely

min max min cr(DF;(
P. Zv')(j*)D
')
V
K
^ D€D X
' J '
by alternating between minimizing &{DFi{P. I\)(ju:)D~ l ) with respect to either Zx' or
D (while holding the other fixed). The DZv-iteration proceeds as follows:
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1. K-step. Synthesize an ZZx, controller for the scaled problem,
minD £ V & { D F I (P. [\'){ju!)D~ l ) with fixed D(s).
2. D-step. Find D(ju;) to minimize at each frequency â(DFi(P, I\')(ju;)D~ l with
fixed ZV.
3. Fit the magnitude of each element of D [ j u;) to a stable and minimum phase transfer
function D{s) and go to step I.
The iteration may continue until satisfactory performance is achieved. & { D F i ( P . Z\*)(_/u.')D -1 ) <
I. or until the ZZ^ norm no longer decrease.
One major problem with this approach is that although each of the minimization
steps ( K-step and D-step) are convex, joint convexity is not guaranteed. Therefore,
the iterations may converge to a local optimum. The other problem is the high order
of the resulting controller. The order of the controller resulting from each iteration is
equal to the number of states in the plant P(.s) plus the number of states in the weights
plus twice the number of states in D(s). Besides, the 0Z\ -iteration depends heavily on
optimal solutions for steps I and 2. and also on good fits in step:). Furthermore, in some
cases, the iterations may converge slowly, and it may be difficult to judge whether the
iterations are converging or not. One may even experience the //-value increasing. This
may be caused by numerical problems or inaccuracies, or by a poor fit of the D-scales.
In any case, if the iteration converge slowly, one may have to consider going back to the
initial problem and reseating the inputs and outputs.
For the design problems which arise with real or mixed real and complex pertur
bations. there is a corresponding DGZ\-iteration procedure proposed by Young. It is
related to the tighter upper bound for the mixed // problem. See [53] for details. The
practical implementation for this algorithm is even difficult, and a very high order fit
may be required for the G'-scales.
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For all these problems associating with the fi synthesis, we would seek a more prac
tical and easily implementable alternative for robust controller design. The normalized
coprime factor uncertainty provides a good general class of uncertianty. and the associ
ated G lover- Mc Far lane H. x design procedure has proved itself very useful in applications.
The resulting controller from this design is guaranteed to stabilize a plant set within an
uncertainty ball captured bv the coprime perturbations. The ball is proved to equivalent
to a ball of the same radius in terms of the gap metric. This promotes us to study the
application of the gap metrics in robust analysis as well as controller design. In the
following sections, related mathematical background will be presented. After that, the
gap based analysis an synthesis procedure will follow in the next two sections.

3.2

Gap Metric Related Concepts

3.2.1

Mathematical preliminaries

3.2.1.1

Function spaces and signal spaces

The most important objective of a control system is to achieve certain performance
specifications in addition to providing internal stability. One way to describe the per
formance specifications of a control system is in terms of the size of certain signals of
interest. For this purpose, we introduce the Hardy spaces Hi and
The 'Hi space is a Hilbert space. A Hilbert space is a complete inner product space
with the norm induced by its inner product. For example. C n with the usual inner
product is a (finite dimensional) Hilbert space.

The signal spaces £ 2 and Ho-

In the context of this research. C 2 is the space of

all signals, or vectors of signals, with bounded energy. It is a Hilbert space with inner
product
< x.y >=

J

- r "(0y(0^
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and norm

Ikllc' = V< -r.-r >
Alternatively. C 2 can be thought of as a frequency domain space, with inner product

and norm
< x.x >.

where x is the Fourier transform of ,r.
In the time domain. £> can be decomposed into £•>+ and £.>_. where £_>+ is the space
of signals defined for positive time and zero for negative time. Similarly. C 2 - is the space
of signals defined for negative time and zero for positive time. In the frequency domain.
C 2 can be decomposed into 'H> and W 2 . where % 2 is the space of Fourier transformations
of signals in C 2+ and 'H 2 is the space of Fourier transformations of signals in £j_. Thus,
when we say x is in H 2 . we mean that x is a signal of bounded energy which, when
considered in the time domain, is zero for negative time. For such signals, the Fourier
transformation is identical to the Laplace transformation with the Laplace variable .s
replaced by >v.
The real rational subspace of fi 2 . which consists of all proper and real rational stable
t r a n s f e r m a t r i c e s , is d e n o t e d b y V / H 2 .

The function spaces £ x and

A system P is stable if. for any input in

H 2 . the output is also in h 2 . That is. a stable system maps bounded energy inputs
onto bounded energy outputs. If a system is unstable then its output can have infinite
energy in response to a finite energy input. %. x is defined as the space of functions of
the complex variable s analytic for all s in the open right half plane with a finite norm
defined as
11^11%= =

SU? &{P{ S ) ) .
s:7v(a)>0
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TZTioo is defined as the subs pace of Hoc, which consists of all proper and real rational
stable transfer matrices. For such systems, the supremum is attained on the boundary
s = ju;, (for possibly infinite u;),ie
= max â(P(j+')).
-4/ £ liU x.
is the space of all functions essentially bounded or. the imaginary axis with norm
||P||cc == E.S.S sup&( P(_yu,')).
is a subspace of

Any proper rational transfer function matrix is in £-c provided

it has no imaginary axis poles.

3.2.1.2

Internal stability of the feedback system

For the standard feedback configuration shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2

the transfer function

Standard feedback configuration.

(ll
we are interested in is that from

to

et

. i.e. the transfer function between the

1

e-2
plant input and output to the input and output to the controller denoted as H ( P . C ) .
The system in Figure 3.2 is said to be internally stable if H(P.C) belongs to TZH^.
Internal stability is a basic requirement for a practical feedback system. Because all
interconnected systems may be unavoidably subject to some nonzero initial conditions
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and some errors, in practice such errors at some locations should not lead to unbounded
signals at some other locations in the closed-loop system. Internal stability guaran
tees that all signals in a system are bounded provided that the injected signals(at any
locations) are bounded.
We define a generalized stability margin in terms of this transfer function as:
-1
I
( / - PC')~l[P [}
. if [P. C\ is stable
bp.c : =
(3.5)
c
otherwise.

0.
=

II H ( P . C ) i-i

(3.6)

Here [P. C'] denotes the feedback combination of the standard feedback system. In order
for ll{P.C) to exist. [P. C'\ must be well posed. Besides. [P. C'] is stable if each element
of this closed-loop transfer function is in 'R x .

3.2.1.3

Coprime factors

Right coprime factorization.

Let P be a proper real rational matrix. A right

coprime factorization(rcf) of P is a facorization P = .VM~ l . where A and M are right
coprime over

That is. M and A have the same number of columns and there

exist matrices ,V r and V' r in

such that
M

[.XV Yr\

= A'r.U + V'r A" = I.

A
Given {A*. M} a rcf of P. all possible rcfs may be generated as {.\Q. MQ}.Q.Q~ l 6
The normalized right coprime factorization of P is defined as an ordered pair
{.V. .V/} such that {.V. A/} is an rcf of P and

V I ' M + A "A = I .
Left coprime factorization. Similarly, a left coprime factorization (rcf) of P is a
facorization P = A/~ l ;V. where À and V/ are left coprime over

That is. M and
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V have the same number of rows and there exist matrices A'/ and
A',
[A/ .V]

V/

in

such that

1

= X r M + V'r V = /.

Yi
The normalized left coprime factorization of P is defined as an ordered pair {A*. A/}
such that {.V. A/} is an lef of P and

A/A 'r + .v.v" = i.
3.2.1.4
Metric.

Metric and the graph topology
Let A' be a set and let p be a function: X x X

R. If p satisfies the

following conditions, then we can say that p is a metric on A and call the pair ( A'.p) a
metric space.
1. p ( x . y ) > 0 for all x . y 6 X
2. p ( x . y ) = 0 iff x = y
3. p { x . y ) = p ( y - - r ) for all x . y € A
4. p ( x . z ) < p ( x , y ) + p ( y . z ) for all x . y . z € A'(triangle inequality)

Topology.

A topology on a space S is the collection T of all sets T t C S regarded

as being open in the space, provided this collection satisfies the following axioms:
1. Both the entire space S . and the empty set 0 are elements of T.
2. Any arbitrary union or finite intersection of sets in T is also an element of T .
Any space may be equipped with a number of different topologies. If we have a metric
on a space, then we can define a set U 6 S to be open if. for every x € U. there exists
an e such that the set {y : delta(x.y) < e} is also contained in U. The collection of all
such sets is guaranteed to satisfy the properties in the definition of the topology and is
called t h e t o p o l o g y i n d u c e d b y t h e m e t r i c S.
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• The norm topology.

The norm topology is the natural topology induced by

|| • 11,» consisting of open balls given by
6(Po, t ):={P:||P-Po|U<e}.

• The graph topology.
over

Given an LT I system P. let [.Y. A/] be an rcf of P

It is well known [46] that there exists a positive constant /<( .V. A/)

such that given [.Yj. Mi] of compatible dimension. [.V t . A/\] are also right coprime
whenever ||(.\"i — .Y) T . ( A/ t — A/) T ) T ||^ < /<( V. A/). Thus, given an LT I plant P.
it is possible to define a basic neighborhood of P = .VA/ -1 consisting of the set

Thus a basic neighborhood of P consists of all plants Pi which have an rcf [A'[. A/i]
that is "close" to an rcf of P. Or we can obtain a basic neighborhood of P starting
with some rcf [A*. .U] of P and making a "small" perturbation of [A". A/] to [A\. A/,].
then taking the ratio A"i A/ t l . By varying t over all positive numbers less than
/t( A*. A/), or by varying [A*. A7] over all possible right coprime factorizations of
P and by varying P over all finite-dimensional LT I systems, we can obtain a
collection of neighborhoods that form a base of the graph topology.
The fundamental importance of this topology is captured in the following propo
sition.

Proposition [46] Suppose that A i-» P\,A

C.\ are functions mapping a first

countable topological space A into the set of finite-dimensional LT I systems: sup
pose that the pair (P\ 0 .C\ Q ) is stable.
I. Suppose the function A >->• P\. A i-> C\ are continuous at A 0 in the graph
topology.

Then there exists a neighborhood N of AQ such that (P\,C'\) is
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stable for all A € N, and in addition FI(P\.C\) is continuous at A 0 in the
norm topology.
J. Conversely, suppose there is a neighborhood N of A 0 such that (P\.C'\) is
stable for all A € N, and such that H(P\.C\) is continuous at A 0 in the norm
topology. Then the functions A i-> P\. A i-> C\ are continuous at A 0 in the
graph topology.
This proposition shows that the graph topology is a suitable topology for captur
ing the perturbations to the nominal plant that can be stabilized by feedback and
for which the mapping A i-> H(P\.C) is continuous. The continuity in H(P\.C'.\)
is very important. Because of this property, as long as the perturbation is small
enough. (P\ a .C) is stable, and f[(P\ Q .C) meets the nominal performance objec
tives. the interconnection (P\.C) will be stable.

ul

PI

u2
P2

Figure 3.3

Measuring open loop uncertainty.

We can see the difference between the uncertainty measured by norm and those
measured by the gap notation through the following two figures: Figure 3.3 and
Figure 3.4.
Let's apply the same, bounded energy, input to the nominal and perturbed plants
and look at the energy of the difference between their outputs as in Figure 3.3.
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ul

PI

dl

o

d2

u2
P2

o

Figure 3.4

Closed loop uncertainty.

We call the two systems P t and P> "close" if the difference is small, provided that
both Pi and P> are transfer functions in

The main attraction of this notion

of uncertainty is that it is easily measured. In the scalar case, we can simply plot
the Nyquist diagram of the two plants and measure the distance between them
frequency by frequency. The "difference" is then the maximum of this distance
over frequency. However, such a notion of uncertainty takes no account of the
special structure of the feedback problem. We are really interested in comparing
the closed loop behavior of different plants in conjunction with the same feedback
compensator, as depicted in Figure 3.4.
If we apply the same input
inputs will be different, i.e.

di

to the two loops, then the signals at the plant
will be different from u 2 : whereas uncertainty in

the norm topology, as discussed above, is related to the difference in the outputs
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of the two plants when each receives the same input. A more appropriate notion
would allow for uncertainty in both the inputs and the outputs: two systems might
be deemed close if. given any input ui to Pi, there is input u-j to P> that makes
Ui

'h

"1

tl 2

2

yi
"i

2

small, where y t = P,H, and y 2 = Pj"j- That is to say. if their graphs are close.
We will introduce the graph representation of LT I system in section 3.2.2.1. It is
important to note that this notion also makes sense for unstable plants.

3.2.2

The gap and the u gap metrics

The graph topology represents the correct setting for the study of robust control in
the presence of plant and/or controller uncertainty since it captures all perturbations
that can be stabilized by feedback while causing gradual degradation in performance.
To study the stability of uncertain systems, we need a metric in the space of the
systems under consideration to provide a mechanism to measure the size of the un
certainty. A desired property of the metric is to ensure the continuity of the function
( P. C') -> H(P. C). That is. if [P 0 . C' 0 ] is well posed and H[P 0 . C o] is stable, then [P. C] is
also well posed and H[P. C] is stable for [P. C] close to [P 0 . C' 0 ] in the sense of the metric.
We also want to use this metric to determine how much uncertainty can be tolerated on
a pair [P 0 . C'o] which is well posed with stable H(P 0 .C'Q). This requires that the metric
should have certain desirable quantitative properties so that the question above can be
easily answered in terms of the size of uncertainty measured by the metric.
A number of metrics having this property have been introduced: these include the
graph metric [47], the gap metric [15. 20. 55], the pointwise gap metric [41]. and more
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recently, the (/-gap metric [48]. All these metrics induce the same topology, namely graph
topology, and have the desired qualitative properties for the study of stability robustness.
But only two. the gap metric and the (/-gap metric, are amenable to computation [21, 48]
and consequently have practical application. In the following section, we will discuss the
gap and the (/-gap metrics, stating important robust stability results.

3.2.2.1

The gap metric

The gap metric was first introduced into the control literature by Zames and ElSakkary [55. 15] as being appropriate for the study of uncertainty in feedback systems.
A computable formula of the gap metric is given by Georgiou [20]: several authors have
obtained sufficient conditions for the closed-loop stability robustness in terms of the
radius of the gap metric ball centered at the nominal plant or the nominal controller. It
has application in a number of area of applied mathematics.
To define the gap metric, we must first introduce the definition of the graph of LT I
system.

The graph representation of L T t system.

The graph of a finite-dimensional

LT I system is defined as all stable input-output pairs

considered as a subspace of "Hi 3

where P( P) represents the domain of P.

The graph of a given system can be generated through the use of coprime factors.
Let P = A.U - 1 be a right coprime facorization of the LT I plant with transfer function
P. then its graph G{P) is given by

G{P) =

A

q- q € H 2
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The gap between two systems f\ and P> is defined by

<y Pl. P2) := n

-n

-

-V/I

-

A/ 2

«2

A,

A'T

where fl/ v - denotes the orthogonal projection onto ZV and Pi = Ai A/f'. and P> = A jA/, are normalized right coprime factorizations.

The properties of the gap metric [20].
e &,(P,. Pj) = m a x { 4 ( P i . Pj)-^/(Pj-Pi)}
where S 3 ( P i . P 2 ) is the directed gap and can be computed by

A/,

A/I
-

A,

Q

A,

• S 3 (*. •) is a metric.
• 0<<yp,.p,)< 1
• If S 3 ( Pi. P_>) < 1. then S ,j{ P i . P> ) = S 3 ( Pi. P 2 ) = S 3 [P>. Pi ).
• Let P have a normalized coprime factorization P = A"A/ -1 . Then for all 0 < b < 1
{P,

:

<yP.P,)<6}

= { Pi : Pi = (A + Aa)(AZ + A.v/) -1 .A.v.A.\/ 6

A.v

<6

A.v
This property shows that a ball of uncertainty in the gap metric of a given radius
is equal to a ball of uncertainty of the same radius defined by perturbations of
a normalized right coprime faction, provided the radius is smaller than a certain
quantity.
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Consider a system P with normalized coprime faction P = A r .l/~ l and consider a
controller C which stabilizes P. Take a real number b with 0 < b < 1. Then the
following statements are equivalent.

1. [P[.C] is stable for all P t with transfer function P t = (A" + A .v )(.U T A.u i - i
where A.y. A.v €

and

A .v

< b.

AM
2. [Pi. C] is stable for all P t with S( P. P L ) < b.
'•]. [ P t . C ] is stable for all P t with S 3 (P. Pi) < b.

3.2.2.2

The v gap metric

Vnlike other metrics, the v gap metric has a clear frequency response interpretation.
It can be estimated directly from the frequency response measurements and is easy to
compute. Furthermore, it is the smallest metric that satisfies certain robustness prop
erties. Therefore, it gives less conservative results in assessing the stability robustness.
Let P, be a p x q rational transfer matrix and let [.V,. A/,] denote a normalized right
coprime factorization(rcf). and [.V,. A/,] a normalized left coprime factorization!lcf) of
Pi. We write:
r

G, :=

-V,

G, := [—A/,..V,]

(3.7)

A/,
Recall that [.V,. A A] is a normalized rcf of P, if and only if a) P, = .V,A f ~ x . b) G , 6 'W x .
c) there exists an A' G

: A'G', = /(the coprimeness condition), and d) G~G', = /(the

normalized condition). Similarly. [A,. A/,] is a normalized lcf of P, if and only if a)
Pi = A/~ l .V,. b ) G i 6

c ) t h e r e exists a n V €

: Cr,>' = / . a n d d ) G t G ~ = I .

The function <!>„(•.•) is defined as:
||6' 2 6't ||cc-

if d.et{G~ 2 Gi){j<jj) ^ OVu.- and w n o det(G' 2 Gi ) = 0

<L(Pi. P2) = S

(3.8)
1.

otherwise
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where w n o denotes the winding number of a scalar transfer function g(s) about the
origin as s follows the standard Nyquist contour.
An alternative definition of S„ is given as:
IItf(P,. P 2 )||, x .
<^i/( Pi • Pj )

= 1

if d e t ( I + P;P,)Uu-') # ov^
and IL'no df.t( I + Pj Pi ) + '/( Pi )

I.

—

'/o( P 2 ) — 0

(3-9)

otherwise

where W( P t . P 2 ) := ( I + P'_P\ ) -1/2 ( Pi - P 2 )(/ + P 2 " Pi)~ l/2 . //( P) and z/ 0 ( P) denotes the
number of open right-half plane and imaginary axis poles of P(.s) respectively. This
definition is useful when doing hand calculation or when computing from the frequency
response of the plants.
The following proposition was proved to be true by Vinnicombe [-18].

Theorem(Robustness in terms of the (/-gap metric) Given a nominal plant
Pi € P pXr ' and a compensator C 6 V* p then:
[P 2 .C] is stable for all plants. P>. satisfying J„(Pi. P 2 ) < i if and only if 6p, .c >

3.2.2.3

Comparison between the gap metric and the u gap metric

Vinnicombe [48] showed that the topology induced by 8„ and the gap metric are
identical, and that the following inequality holds:
à., ( Pi. Pi )bopt[P\ ) < à\( P[. P>) < S3( Pi. P, )
where b o p t { P x ) : = s u p c b p , c The second inequality shows that any set that is <$„-open is also c^-open as. for any
P and any 6. B g {P.b) Ç B u {P.b). where
B g ( P . b ) = { P : S g ( P . P ) < 6} and B u ( P . b ) = { P : S „ { P . P ) < b } .
That is to say. if we use the criteria b > 5 [ P . P) as an indicator of stability, using 5 g will
a l w a y s b e m o r e c o n s e r v a t i v e t h a n u s i n g S„.
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3.2.2.4

The gap metric in robust design

For controller design, the objectives include optimizing stability robustness as well
as achieving a specified level of performance. In this regard. McFarlane and Glover [35]
have introduced a design procedure which incorporates loop shaping methods to obtain
performance/robust stability tradeoffs.
By McFarlane and Glover, the resulting controller can stabilize all plants within an
uncertainty ball captured by coprime perturbations. That is. if the nominal plant is
G = .ir1 v
and the perturbed plant is given as
c;± = (.\7 + A a/ )- 1 (.V + A. V ) .
where AY. .V is a left coprime factorization( LC'F) of G . A.u.A.v are stable, unknown
transfer functions representing the uncertainty and satisfying ||[A.\/. A.v]il <

and if

the designed controller could achieve a stability margin of at least the value of t. then
all the controllers can stabilize all the perturbed plants.
Furthermore, according to Georgiou. the ball of uncertainty in the gap metric is
equal to a ball of uncertainty of the same radius defined by the normalized coprime
factorization. Thus, in terms of the gap metric, all G± with Sj(G.G±) < t can be
stabilized by this controller.
We will briefly introduce the design procedures here. In the loop shaping stage,
frequency weights are introduced to shape the open-loop frequency response of the nom
inal plant. A designer specifies closed-loop objectives in terms of requirements on the
open-loop singular values of the compensated system. For example, given a plant G
and a controller /V. at frequencies where <x(G7\") 3> 1. where çr(-) denotes the minimum
singular value, then the loop gain is large, and we can make the approximations
â(([ - GK)~l) % l/a(GI\)
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&({{ — G K ) ~ l G ) % 1/dA")
Generally speaking, a weighting function is selected so as to achieve sufficiently high
loop gain at low frequency for disturbance attenuation and low loop gain at high fre
quency for good noise rejection. See Figure 3.5 for an illustration.

Figure 3.Ô

Open loop singular value shaping.

After that, a normalized coprime factor

problem is used to robustly stabilize the

shaped plant.
The

loop shaping design procedure

I. Loop shaping:

Using a precompensator H"i and/or a postcompensator II'•>. the

singular value of the nominal plant are shaped to give a desired open-loop shape.
The nominal plant G and the shaping functions ll'i. 11*2 are combined to form the
shaped plant. G, where G, = ll^G'Hi. We assume that 11\ and 11*2 are such that
G 3 contains no hidden modes.

2. Robust Stabilization: Select e < e max , then synthesize a stabilizing controller K, x
which satisfies
I

<£

(/-

K,
3. The final feedback controller K = Hi I\^ ll j. see Figure 3.6.

Wi

W2

KQO

00

Figure 3.6

3.3

The loop shaping design procedure.

Literature Review

We are about to perform a robust stability assessment based on the u gap metric
concepts. Given a controller, using the gap metric based theory to assess its robustness
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is a new topic in power system. The v gap has a definite interpretation in frequency
domain, this paper provides some examples of performing the analysis making use of
the frequency response of the v gap metric. In addition, the weighted u gap is also
investigated.
A power system stabilizer using //*, loop shaping procedure to stabilize a set of
plants is designed. Here we will give a brief literature review on PSS design.
Power system stabilizers have been used for many years to add damping to electrome
chanical oscillations. They were developed to extend stability limits by modulating the
generator excitation to provide additional damping to the oscillations of synchronous
machine rotors [30]. Many methods have been used in the design of appropriate PSS.
such as tuning the gain and time constants of the PSS. which are mostly lead-lag com
pensators. using a combination of modal frequency technique, root locus and sensitivity
analysis [30. *27]. pole placement [38]. adaptive control [31]. etc.
Recently, design of PSS using

optimal control has received considerably atten

tion [56. 25. 19]. The resulting PSS achieves good robustness, meaning the controller
has the ability to maintain the stability and the performance of the system under a
wide range of operating conditions in spite of uncertainties in the system model. A
common // x design procedure involves uncertainty characterization and a mixed sen
sitivity optimization problem. Usually, the uncertainties are represented in additive
and/or multiplicative ways with respect to the nominal plant. After that, the perfor
mance requirements are incorporated to form a mixed-sensitivity
optimized. The solution of the

problem to be

problem consists of iterative adjustments of the

weighting function and solving two set of Riccati equations.
The H-z, robust stabilization combined with the classical loop shaping design proce
dure brought out by McFarlane and Glover [35] is a nice design process. A summary of
the advantages it provides are as follows [42]:
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• It is easy to apply and works very well in practice,
• It does not require iteration for its solution, and explicit formulas for the corre
sponding controllers are available.
• For a selected nominal plant, there is a closed formula for the maximum stability
margin.
• Except for special systems, ones with all-pass factors, there are no pole-zero cancel
lations between the plant and controller. Pole-zeros cancellations are common in
many

control problems and are a problem when the plant has lightly damped

modes.
Ever since this design procedure was proposed, there have been many applications in
industry. For power systems. A m bos [2].Pannett [40] et al used the procedure to design a
controller for generator control. Graham [22] has designed robust controllers for FACTS
devices to damp low frequency oscillations. In light of these successful applications, we
introduce this design procedure to PSS design, and provide some basic guidelines for
loop shaping weighting selection and controller design paradigm formulation.
The f/ x loop shaping design procedure guarantees the stabilization of a plant set
within a ball of certain radius in terms of the gap metric. It is naturally tied with the
concept of gap metric and is an elegant approach to synthesize controllers.
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3.4

Robust Stability Analysis ill terms of the u Gap in Power
Systems

3.4.1

Robustness assessment using the v gap metric

3.4.1.1

Robust stabilization theorem

A major concern in controller design in power systems is the robustness of the con
troller. In practice this translates into the ability of the controller to perform satisfacto
rily under a broad range of operating conditions. If we model the nominal plant as P 0 .
and when the operating condition changes, model the changed or perturbed plant as P.
then the distance between P and Pu can be measured either by the gap metric or the
v gap metric. From Chapter 3.2. we know that what the gap metric captured was the
coprime factor type uncertainties.
Given a set of plants resulting from different operating conditions, we would like to
first select a plant as the nominal plant in order to constrain all the other plants in a
ball of the gap. To seme extent, the stability margin bpc provides the ability of the
controller to stabilize a plant set. It is guaranteed that any plant within a distance of the
value of bp.c from the nominal plant will be stabilized by the same controller. But the
theorem does not exclude the possibility that a plant beyond this distance is stabilized
by this controller. We will investigate the relationship between the stability margin and
the ball of the u gap metric.
We performed the robustness analysis test on both the four-machine system and the
50 machine system. The following steps were followed:

1. Set the standard feedback configuration:
2. When operating conditions change, the plant P varies to form a set of systems V :
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3. Calculate 5 v (Pi, P 2 ) for all Pi, Pi 6 V . Choose a nominal plant P 0 accordingly and
get the radius of a ball in the v gap metric(^) that covers all the other plants.
4. Check if f>p 0i c > J for the nominal plant P 0 to make conclusions on the robustness
of the controller.
But the requirement of 6p 0 ,c >

P) for all P 6 V is too strong. The theorem

guarantees the stabilization of the plant set satisfying this condition with the controller,
but didn't exclude the possibility that the same controller could stabilize plants outside
this plant set. A looser conclusion is drawn by using the frequency response of the z/
gap.
The following theorem is from [57]:

Theorem Suppose (P 0 .C) is stable and 5 t ,(P 0 . Pi) < 1. Then (P,.C) is stable if
bp Q .c{*') > <-'(PoO- 4 -')-Pi(j^'))-Vu;.
Where

and c{ Pu(_/*•). Pi{j^')) are defined as follows:

/
I

:= â

bp 0 .c(-

l

( I - P(j^)C(j^))-l[P(ju;) I}

C'(>

v(PoO'). P,(») := «T(vl >(P 0 (».P 1 (»))
and *(PoO'u.').P,Ua;)) := (Z+Pt(»-P 0 (»)- 1 / j (P 0 (»-P,(>.•))(l+Pi(ju;)-P 0 (j^))~ l / 2
as in the definition of the //-gap.
By generating the frequency response of 6p 0 .c(*')- whose infimum over the frequency
is the value of stability margin 6p 0 ,c< and that of c(Po(>v)- P[(j*)). whose supremum
over frequency is the value of S U (P 0 , P). we only need the value of bp aC (^) when it is
greater than iï{P 0 {ju;). Pi(juj)) at each corresponding frequency points by the above
theorem. While the previous condition 6p 0 ,c > 8 U (P 0 .P) requires bp 0 _c = inf 6p 0 ,c(u.') >

t/'(PqO'u.'). Pi(ju;)) for all frequencies, the condition is relaxed to a great extent.

I f

3.4.1.2

Test on four machine system

In the four machine system, we selected five plants by varying the exporting power
on the tie line:
Pi : Pex v

0 MW:

Pi

:

Pexp

100.VU

P3 :

Perp

•200M W

Pi : Pexp

300 M H

P-r,

:

Perp

400.Vil

All the five plants are equipped with ETMSP type 30 excitation system and are stable.
If we use a PSS at machine AR2G2 as controller, all the five systems will still be stable
with the PSS.
AREA2

AREA I

o-

o
AR2GI

ARIG1

T

o
AR1G2

Figure 3.7

Qcapl
LOAD I

Qcap2
LOAD2

Ô
AR2G2

Four-machine two-area test system.

Calculate the (/-gap between these plants. The i-jth entry in table 3.1 represents S utJ .
If we choose plant

as the nominal plant, then the radius of the v gap ball that

can cover all the plants is 0.3704. Next we calculate the stability margin and continue
to take P[ as nominal plant. 6p,,c = 0.0211. Now bp u c <

so no conclusions can be

drawn on the stability of the inter-connection of the plants and the controllers.
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Table 3.1
I
0
0.0371
0.1102
0.1883
0.3704

à 'u
I
•>

3
4
5

The z/-gap between the plants
2
0.0371
0
0.1021
0.1890
0.3713

3
0.1102
0.1021
0
0.1862
0.3719

4
0.1883
0.1890
0.1862
0
0.3715

5
0.3704
0.3713
0.3719
0.3715
0

0.9

07

06
0.5
0.4

03

0.2

05
Figure 3.8

25

35

Frequency responses of bp^-i^') and f(P t . P,).

Now we choose Pi as the nominal plant and draw the frequency responses of 6p,.c'("-')
and

ti'(

PI(J^J). P,(jjs)). for

i

= 2. • ••. 5

From the figure, we may use Theorem 3.4.1.1 to conclude that plant

P>

and P :J can be

stabilized by the controller. But we observe that at some frequencies. v( Pi(ju;). P.i(>v))
and r(Pi (jtv). Ps(ju;)) exceed 6p,,c(*') while in fact, the controller can stabilize both P,
and P 5 . This happens because Theorem 3.4.1.1 only gives the sufficient condition for
(P;.C) to be stable.
Different plants other than P t have been tested as nominal plant, and the fre-
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quency responses of c( Po(jijj). Pi(>v)) and 6p 0 ,c(u;) were drawn. Similar curves are
obtained (thereexist some frequencies where i/'( PQ(JU.'). Pi(ju!)) exceeds 6p 0 ,c( U.') for some
plant P i ) .

3.4.1.3

Test on the 50-machine system

The one-line diagram of the area of interest for for the 50 machine system is shown
in Figure 2.10. Vary the operating condition to select three plants as follows:
Pa :

under stressed operating condition:

Pi

:

remove one of the lines between bus 12 and 14 in P 0 :

Pj :

remove one of the lines between bus 12 and 25 in P 0 :

all three plants are unstable plants.
Next, calculate the z-'-gap between these plants:
(UPo.P,)

= 0.0320

<UPo. P J )

= 0.0324

<UPi.Pj)

= 0.0223

Four PSS's are equipped at bus 93. 104. 110. 111 respectively as controllers. With the
set of controllers, all three plants are stable( verified both by MASS and by MATLAB
program).
If Pi is chosen as nominal plant. 6p,.c = 0.00353 => b p u c < ^ { P , . P j ) . V i . j . i ^ j .
Thus, by the sizes of 6p,.c and S„. no conclusions can be drawn on the stability of the
inter-connection of the plants and the controllers.
Now we choose P 2 as the nominal plant and draw the frequency responses of bp 2 x-(^-')
and ii'(P 2 {j<jj). Piiju:)). for i = 1.3
From the figure, we can see that at all the frequencies the curves of t'( P 2 ( ju:). Pi (ju.-))
and ç'(P 2 (ju;), P 3 (ju;)) are strictly under that of £>p 2 ,c(^')- even though the supremum of

so
0.03

0.025

0.02

0.015

0.01

0 005

Figure 3.9

Frequency responses of bp 2 ,c(^') and v( P>. P, )•

the former is greater that the infimum of the latter. By Theorem 3.4.1.1. we conclude
that the controller can stabilize both P\ and P3.
The results from the tests show that the robust stability criteria in terms of the u
gap metric sometimes is too conservative to make conclusions on the robustness of the
controller. However the u gap metric has an explicit frequency domain interpretation
which helps to reduce the conservatism.
To further reduce the conservatism, the weighted 1/ gap metric is introduced to
include the frequency domain "scaling" for the spaces of inputs and outputs. Now it
is possible to scale each input and output channel in different factors. By introducing
the scale factors, we treat the distance between two systems in different "direction" by
different weights. Instead of using the unify weighting to measure the perturbation in a
ball, this weighted v gap allows to put more weights at the direction where large distance
exists. Note that the weighting itself is a stable system, this allows to scale each input or
output channel in the frequency domain. One may decide the frequency response of the

SI

weighting from the comparison of the original frequency response of the v gap metric
with that of the stability margin. For those frequency range where the two are closer,
more works need to be done. In the following section, the concepts of weighted v gap
metric is introduced and examples of using it are given.

3.4.2

Weighted v gap metric

3.4.2.1

Robust stability theorem

First we define the weighted v gap
S , ( P i . Pi: It;. 11',) := (Ull'^ir,. il'uAU',: )•
Using the fact that [P. C] is stable if and only if [II^PIU,.

1 C'll'j" 1 ]

is stable(as

illustrated in Figure 3.10). similar property for the frequency responses of the original u
gap in the theorem also holds for the weighted v gap.

—Q

I
—o

-1

Figure 3.10

-1

The equivalent feedback configurations.
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Corollary Suppose( P 0 .C) is stable and 5 U {P 0 .

W 0 , H',) < 1. Then { P \ , C ) is

stable if
^u',p 0 iv l ,iv i -l cu™ 1 ( u; ) ^ c'(UoPoU^ju;). \ \ 0 P Vwt,-.
The advantage of using the weighted i> gap is. by choosing input and output weighting
functions U' t and H' 0 . the distances between systems are measured after having scaled
their domain and range spaces.

It is possible to further reduce conservatism when

assessing the stability of the interconnected systems.

3.4.2.2

Test on the frequency responses of the weighted inter-connection

In the four machine system, we chose the same five plants by varying the exporting
power on the tie line from 0.V/H-* to -100 VH*.
As in the previous case, all the five plants are equipped with ETMSP type 30 exci
tation system and are stable. Suppose we use a PSS at machine AR2G2 as controller.
All the five systems are known to be stable with the PSS.
Notice that in Figure 3.8 the peak of the distance between P^ and P, happens at
around

= 2.040Sr«r//.s. So we focus on working at approximately this frequency. If

we choose H* a = /. W, = 30then the frequency response of
and ii'{\Y 0 PoW t (juj).W 0 Pi\V,(ju;)) will look like figure 3.11.
According to the Corollary, we can conclude that P 5 can be stabilized by the same
controller. This gives a less conservative conclusion compared to that of Theorem 3.4.1.1.
The above tests show that it is possible to deal with the conservatism problem by
appropriately selecting the weighting functions to shape the input and output channels.
But the weighting selection invloves trial and error, and there is no gurantee that a
weighting can always be found for the stable case. Thus we suggest only for rough
estimation the u gap metric tool be used. If it gives too conservative results, use the fj.
analysis instead.
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Frequency responses of the weighted bp c(<o) and weighted V(P].PI)

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6
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weight=30'(.1s+4) /(s+4)'

0.4

0.3

0.2

eu
Figure 3. L1

3.5

Frequency response of weighted u gap.

Robust Controller Design

3.5.1

Loop shaping controller design

In previous research, the /z synthesis approach has been used to design PSS [32.
33. 34. 51]. The design procedure invloves "D-Ix" iteration, which is computationallyintensive and the resulting controller is of high order. In this chapter, we will design a
robust PSS using the

loop shaping procedure. It is an easily implementable method,

and the design gurantees a controller that can stabilize a plant set within a gap metric
ball with a certain radius.
Although the details of the design procedure can be found in Section 3.2. here we form

S4

the specific feedback structure for our problem. As shown in Fig 3.12. the weighting
function H'„ is chosen to shape the open-loop system to make to closed-loop system
achieve good disturbance attenuation. The shaping objective is to make the output y =
Au;(the generator speed variation) as small as possible in the presence of the disturbance
signal d = A V re f3rad/sec.

Since the frequency of the inter-area triode oscillation is around

the performance objective has been translated to increase the open-loop gain

around that frequency so as to make the transfer function between d and ly. which is
P([ — PH',)" 1 . as small as possible.
An

controller was then synthesized to ensure the robust stability of the closed-

loop system. Finally the Hx, controller. f\^ was cascaded with the shaping function IV,,
to form the final controller K =

.

Wa

Wa

00

Figure 3.12

The
loop shaping design.
(Above: Step 1 - Loop shaping:
Below: Step2 synthesis.)
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3.5.2

Simulation results

In the four machine system, we selected five plants by varying the exporting power
on the tie line:
Pi : P e x p = O.l/H*:
P , : P erp

=

100.V/W:

P:i : PeTp

= 200M W :

P.\ : P t xp

= 300.V11":

Ps : PfIV

= 400.1/H':

All the five plants are equipped with ETMSP type 30 excitation system, and all five
plants are stable but have poorly damped inter-area modes. As studied in [27]. different
location of the PSS will result in different damping effect. As has been shown, the case
when only I PSS is installed at the machine close to the tie line in the sending area
has the worst performance and stability behavior. It even destabilizes the most stressed
plant. We would choose this case to design our controller. The resulting controller not
only stabilizes all the plants but also demonstrates very good damping ability.

3.5.2.1

Loop shaping

We chose the weighting function by shaping the nominal plant according to our
performance objective. The weighting function was chosen as
186.5 x I0.s(l +0.33.s)
a

~ ( 1 + I0.s)(1 + 0.1852s-)'

There was a washout filter block in W a with time constant 10s to ensure the controller
only works in a transient state. The selection of the pole at ^

^ and the zero at

increased the gain around the frequency of interest so that the disturbance with
frequency around that range can be attenuated effectively.
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Original plant
Shaped plant

10*'

10"'

10*4
10* S

10" 4

10"'
Figure 3.13

Comparison of the open-loop gains between the original plant
and the shaped plant.

The resulting open-loop gain from the reference voltage variation to the generator
speed variation is shown in Fig 3.13.

3.5.2.2

synthesis

Next, we synthesized a A^ to achieve robust stability for the nominal plant. The
maximum stability margin of this controller is 0.4975. which is large enough and indicates
the feasibility of our loop shaping design. According to McFarlane and Glover [35]. given
the normalized LC F of the nominal plant as P 0 = A/~ l .V. this controller can stabilize all
P = (M + A .v /)~ l (.V + A .v) satisfying ||[A.u. A ; v]|| < 0.4975. Furthermore, according to
Georgiou [20]. the ball of uncertainty in the gap metric is equal to a ball of uncertainty
of the same radius defined by the normalized coprime factorization. Thus, in terms of
the gap metric, all P with 8 3 { P. P 0 ) < 0.4975 can be stabilized by this controller.
We listed the gap between the weighted plants(P,, = P,H",.i = 1. • • • .5) in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2
<y p,.,. p3l)
0.3463

The Gap
Plants
5 3 (P s 4 % P s 2 )
0.2615

Between

the

SgiP,4, P, 3 )
0.1698

Weighted
< y p,4. P 35 )
0.2215

Thus all the plants can be stabilized by this controller, or the controller achieves
robust stability.
The final controller is the combination of 11*,, with Zx' x . that is

To check the

performance of this controller, the frequency response of the closed-loop singular values
are given in Fig 3.14.

to" 1

10**

10"

eu (rad/s)

Figure 3.14

Singular
values of closed-loop
&([[ — PK)~ l P) for five plants.

transfer

functions:

The frequency response of the singular value for all five closed-loop transfer functions
(from the voltage disturbance to the generator speed variation) are shown in Fig 3.14.
The gains around 3 rad/sec are small which shows good disturbance attenuation for
oscillations with such frequency. The minimum damping ratio for the nominal plant is
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only 0.0246. After adding the designed controller, the nominal and perturbed closedloop systems have a minimum damping ratio of 0.1449 for the nominal system, and
0.1245 for the perturbed system.
We would also like to see how much the open-loop shape has been changed because
of the inclusion of l\. x . Comparing the curves in Fig 3.15. it can be seen that the robust
stabilization stage has not significantly altered the desired loop shape.

— Original plant
- Shaped plant
Shaped plant with K

Figure 3.15

3.5.2.3

Comparison of open loop singular values.

Controller model reduction

We want to conduct a nonlinear simulation using ETMSP to see the performance of
the designed controller. The resulting controller has a high order(27Z/z) while ETMSP
can only handle a user defined model up to the Sth order. The controller is reduced to
a 7 order controller using the Hankel Norm reduction.
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The state space representation of the reduced order controller is as follows.
-24.2384
7.5266

—6.5548

8.5212

2.6300

1.5281

-13.7842 -2.2902 -4.5975 -1.7136
-1.0422 -5.7732 -0.2795

5.3913

-0.9227

5.4652

-1.2115

-0.7951

0.2044

1.1849

-0.3540

0

0

0

0

4.9026

0

0

0

0

-0.1202

-2.8912

-0.1562

0

0

0

0

3.2674

-1.2369

0.6295

0

0

0

0

0

0

—0.0885

113.8980

-0.7908 -0.4977

-17.6032 -17.4600 0.1204

-111.4803 -9.4906 27.1835 4.4597

-3.2935 -11.8868 2.9512
1.9801

20.0392

-5.0941

D = 583.3225
The transfer function of the reduced order controller is given below:
58:Us7 + 10828/ + 825:11s5 + 5881ti0s4 + 2.49 x I(TV + -1.97 x 10''.s- + 1.0:1 x lO'.s - :{(5500
k(s '

»•' + 41,:1V; + 549.li.s' + 289Ô.8.S'1 + 18506-s3 + :ill49.s- + l.l x 10\s + 9516.6

~

The bode plots of the full-order controller and the reduced-order controller are shown
in Fig 3.16 to verify the accuracy of the model reduction.

3.5.2.4

Nonlinear simulation

Nonlinear simulation is performed using ETMSP to test the efficacy of the designed
controller. A three-phase short circuit fault is applied at bus 6 for I0m.s: the tie line
real power flow is monitored.
The performance of the designed controller is compared with that of a conventional
PSS. which has been tuned using the procedure described in [29]. The conventional PSS
is designed for the case where the tie line exporting power is OMW. It works well and has
a good damping effect under this specific operating condition. But when the operating
point changes and the system becomes more stressed, the improperly tuned PSS even
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Sio :
ai

5

Original full-order controller
Reduced-order controller

Frequency (radians/sec)

80

S 20

-20

-40
Frequency (radians/sec)

Figure

16

Bode plots comparison of full-order controller and the reduced-order controller.

destabilizes the system. It is observed that the PSS designed using the loop shaping
procedure and the

approach provides good damping in the entire range of operating

conditions.
In this case, if we tune the conventional PSS properly at the operating point where t he
exporting power is 400MVV. it should work well and stabilize the plant at this operating
point. And since it works for a stressed operating condition, it might also work for the
less stressed operating condition when the exporting power is OMW. But such design
approach is not a systematic way and cannot guarantee robustness. We chose OMW case
to tune the PSS and make comparison just want to emphasis on this point.
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without controller
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Figure 3.17

Comparison between the
loop shaping controller and the
conventional PSS (0.V1I* case).
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Figure 3.18

Comparison between the
loop shaping controller and the
conventional PSS (100A/M" case).
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Figure 3.19

Comparison between the //^ loop shaping controller and the
conventional PSS (200 A HI' case).
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Figure 3.20

Comparison between the
loop shaping controller and the
conventional PSS (300.1/14* case).
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Figure 3.21

Comparison between the
loop shaping controller and the
conventional PSS (400.1/11* case).

The comparison is also made between the Z/ x loop shaping controller and the ft
controller. From the simulation results shown in Figure 3.22 to Figure 3.26. we see that
both controllers achieve robust performance and damp the oscillations for the whole
operation range very well. However, the design procedure for the // controller is more
complex than the

loop shaping. Besides the selection of the weighting function, it

involves D/V-iterations and will generate a controller with a much larger order than the
loop shaping controller. Moreover, sometimes it even has convergence problem (see
the discussion at the beginning of this chapter).

3.5.2.5

Robustness validation by SSV approach

To further validate the robustness of the designed

loop shaping controller, the

branch and bound scheme proposed in Part 2 based on the Structured Singular Value
calculation is performed on the system equipped with the designed controller.
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Figure 3.22

Comparison between the fl^, loop shaping controller and the
(.i controller (O.UH* case).
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Figure 3.23

Comparison between the H, x loop shaping controller and the
/.i controller (100.V/W case).
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Comparison between the
ft controller (200A/11* case).

loop shaping controller and the
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Comparison between the H^, loop shaping controller and the
H controller (300MW case).
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Comparison between the
/i controller (400.V11* case).

loop shaping controller and the

The initial frequency range is chosen as [0. 100]/•«(//.s and the tolerance is set to
O.I.S.

Bounded frequency tests are performed at each frequency subintervals. Large

frequency intervals with ft < I are eliminated. Finally, only within the interval range
[0.0.19531]r«f//.s. we have ft > I. The upper bound of /z is shown in Figure 3.27.
The followed frequency sweep test performed on the interval [0.0.L9531]rnr//.s im
mediately excludes the existence of instability points: see Figure 3.28.

Besides, the

frequency sweep test is also performed over the interval [2.53. 3.52]/w//.s which is the
frequency interval where oscillations might occur. The resulting ft plot is shown in Fig
ure 3.29. The peak value of the ft upper bound is 0.6193. indicating good robustness of
the designed controller.
As a comparison, we also include the branch and bound frequency test results for
the convensional PSS ( Figure 3.30 and Figure 3.31) and the fi controller (Figure 3.32
and Figure 3.33). The peak value of the fi for the conventional PSS and the fx con-
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troller are 3.0 and 0.42*2 respectively. These results show that the /.i controller also has
good robustness while the conventional PSS cannot achieve robustness. The results are
consistent with the nonlinear simulation.
12
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Figure 3.27
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Branch and bound scheme result for the // x controller.
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Figure 3.28

Frequency sweep test for [0.0.19531]r«r//.s.
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Figure 3.29
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Frequency sweep test for [2.53.3.52] rad/s.
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4

4.1

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Conclusions

Two kinds of analysis tools were investigated to evaluate the power system robust
ness. The main work completed in this research is summarized as follows:
For the structured singular value part.
1. The linearized model of power system including PSS was developed. Based on
this model, a new way to characterize the uncertainty was proposed.

Various

operating conditions were model as parametric uncertainties, and were captured
by the polynomial approximation. In order to convey more information from the
algebraic equation and achieves more accurate results, the uncertainties in the
algebraic equations and the differential equations were extracted separately. The
general framework for the robust stability of the power system under different
operating conditions was formulated.
2. For the case of one parameter uncertainty, the spectral radius was calculated as
the exact value of /z. This proved to be very quick approach to obtain the worst
case parameter.
3. By extracting the frequency variable as an additional uncertainty, the bounded fre
quency test can be performed on a certain frequency interval to determine whether
instability points exist over that interval. Based on the bounded frequency test,
the branch and bound scheme proposed can effectively select frequency intervals
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where instability might happen. This provides an intelligent way to perform the
frequency sweep test to generate [i plots and obtain the parameter range for the
system to maintain stability. Since the frequency range has been mapped inclu
sively. no frequency points will be ignored even if discontinuities exist on the /<
plot.
For the u gap metric part.
1. Ways to apply the robust stability assessment in terms of the u gap metric to power
systems were established. The frequency response explanation of u gap metric was
explored based on the power system plant set with parametric uncertainties.
2. The McFarlane and Glover [35]

loop shaping design procedure was imple

mented for power system stabilizer design. A systematic way to design

loop

shaping controller was presented by constructing the feedback structure and select
ing proper loop shaping weighting functions. The resulting controller can stabilize
all the plants with perturbations within a gap metric ball with respect to the nom
inal plant. Nonlinear simulations proved the good damping performance of the
designed controller.
3. The proposed branch and bound scheme has been used to verify the robustness of
the designed controller.
The two robustness analysis tools were studied based on the same test systems and
scenarios so that comparisons can be made easily.

Both methods can give a yes or

no answer to the robust stability of the problem under investigation. But because of
the differences in uncertainty characterization, analysis framework, and the underlying
theory background, the results obtained and the efforts made for the results are quite
different.
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1. The structured singular value based analysis tool characterizes the parametric un
certainty in a structured manner. It utilizes as much as possible the known infor
mation about the uncertainty: thus, it can reduce conservatism to a great extent.
The gap metric based analysis tool characterizes the normalized coprime factor
ization type uncertainty, a kind of additive uncertainty. It is more conservative
than the former one. Although the frequency domain interpretation of the i> gap
metric and the weighted 1/ gap metric help to reduce the conservatism, the results
are not as promising as those based on the SSY theory. Besides, the structured
singular value based approach can give the range of parameter that can maintain
the system stability while the 1/ gap metric based approach doesn't provide such
indicators. Thus for robust analysis, /z approach is better than the u gap metric
based approach.
2. For the controller synthesis, the f.i synthesis involves D — l \ iteration, it is much
more complicated and time consuming than the

loop shaping design. The

H x loop shaping design is tightly related to the gap metric based robust stability
theory in that the resulting controller can stabilize a plant set within a ball with
respect to the nominal plant in terms of the gap metric. It proved to be an easily
implementable and effective design tool. It involves a trial and error process in
choosing the weighting functions for loop shaping. After properly selecting the
weights, the followed procedure for

H.x

optimization controller synthesis is very

straightforward.
Based on the above observations, we suggest using the

loop shaping procedure for

controller synthesis while using the fi analysis combined with efficient bound calculation
algorithms for robust analysis.
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4.2

Suggestions for Future Work

The robustness problems of power system have just been investigated and there are
a lot of topics in robust control area can be explored. For future research, the following
directions are attractive and efforts can be made to solve the problems.
For the /z analysis, several questions have been left unanswered.

Power System Characteristics Investigation: For large power systems, there
are some characteristics that haven't been exploited and might provide helpful infor
mation for reducing the computation burden in /z calculation. These characteristics
include, for example, the sparsity of the system matrices, the model reduction tech
niques for very large systems, etc. Further efforts can be made by combining those
nicely developed techniques in the power system area with robust control theory.

More General Uncertainty Types: More complicated uncertainty blocks can
be included in the uncertainty characterization. Currently, we consider parametric un
certainties that are within a certain range. The approach also works for discontinuous
parameters with conservatism. Nonlinear and/or time varying uncertainties could be
studied. It would be useful to allow for more general uncertainties.

Branch and Bound: The present Branch and Bound scheme is fairly simple. It
works well, but there are a number of areas where one may consider possibilities for
improvement. These include a better chopping criterion, and use of rough bounds.

Model Reduction: For simplicity of the problem, one may consider to reduce
the order of the system. Beck [4. 5] has investigated the model reduction of uncertain
systems represented by linear fractional transformations on structured uncertainty sets.
The methods used are extensions of the well-known method of balanced truncation, with
provablv good properties in the induced-norm. It may be possible to combine the results
with the work presented here, to save the expensive computation.
As to the controller synthesis. Vinnicombe's discussion [49] of using the frequency re
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sponse explanation of the v gap metric for controller design requires further investigation
to determine its feasibility for controller design in power systems.
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APPENDIX DETAILS OF SYSTEM LINEARIZATION

Power System Formulation
The mathematical model of power system can he represented by two set of equations:
one set of differential equations and one set of algebriac equations.
X

=

f(X.Z.u)

= [/.,./.,•••••/o.-/.o.] r
Z

=

g(X.Z)

=

[<7i ••</'.!,• <73, ] r

(A. 1 )

(A.2)

where, if we consider the dynamics of synchronous machine, excitation systems, and
the power system stabilizer.
X T = [A'J u . .V£ 5 . X p S< ]. the vector of state variables
X s .M = [f 7 (l-m)'
X ES — [

^(2-n)l]

1 — m) • A £!( [ _ m ). A £2[ 1 — m)]

Aps5 = [A^i( i_ m ). As2(l-m|-As3(l_m)]
Z = [Z 7 (i_ m) . iH(i-m), Z[( m+ i)_ n ]. Vr(i-a)] r . the vector of network variables

u = [V R£F(i_ m )] r . the vector of control inputs
and

f

is the vector of nonlinear functions summarized below:
fu

Ki

—

—r~[EFDi — E qt + (.r di —
NO i

i = l

-

,m

=

(A.3)
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hi

=
=

È'di

z'=l,...,m

~r~[~Edi — i

x

qi -

x

q i

(A.4)

)lqt]

T qOl

f'ji = wLv

/li

i=l

=

T7"[^ni — ( IdiEdi + I'l'E,,,) + (.r, ; , — X,, •)/,,,/,/,
•W,

=

<\l

'=
=

—

A,

—

&F Di

A'ei,

=

—

lm

/ .1,

A

=

—

/=1

—(VfiEFi + v PS5| - A'ei,)

' Si

z'=l

'.si,

^r-A.si, + ~

m
-Awt,',

(A.10)

=

A's-j,

=

- 7~A5J,

=

A's3,

=

——A53, + =-(1 — ^r-)[A'v,--2, + ^r-(—^-Au;, - A'^!,)]

' >i

(A.9)

l ni

Z = 1

m

+ ^-(1 - :p-)[—^-A^-, - A'^!,]
' Ji
I 2 1 *-'5
/ = I

Mi

<7l,

m

I —a
>i +

' "il

/IOI

(A.S)

l Ri

' Si

=

Z7f

Aeii + Tf—Vr,

= -VE>.

(A.7)

l Ai

Z = 1

I

h,

)

— —— £/r Dl + —-—( IfiE/r, + Vp>-si — A'£• i, )

=

( A.5)

' — 1, ...» ZZÎ

= ~A'E
/si

— o,'s)]

(A.6)

' ,h

IT ,

—
u,'5

— u, 1

=
/til

n

Mi

(A.11)

m

1 li

=

lV

=

Y.[EG+B{S,j)E' n j - F B -G($ij)E'dj\

I ii

(A. 12)

>*-'5

(A-13)

7 =1

<72,

=

hi

= è i E B -G{àij)E' q j + Fc+BiàijjE'd^
;=i
<73,

=

V Ti

=

\|At7'

^T'Zi

(A.14)

10S

=

\](E' q i + x d i l d i - r [ q i ) 2 + {E' d i - . r - r l d l ) 2

(A. 15)

Linearized Model
Linearize the model equations at the operating point and use the relative rotor angles
with respect to the first Machine as state variables.

[AE f d , - AE qt + (x, { l - .

=

r

,

/

(

-

)

A

(

A

.

1

6

)

r./o,

SÈu

=

Wi X E ' l t

+

=

—-[—A£, /( - — (.r 7 , — .r, (1 )A/,,,]

(A.h )

' 7O1

+ 9

^
=

0A

è

=

*

+ +

^

— /,, l0 A E q i + { — E q i 0 + (.r, (1 — .i' 7[ ) A;,o)A/,,,

+ ( — £</,0 + (• r ,,, ~ • r ,j,)A;:o)A/,j,
A<S,

s l

Ao.',]

(A.18)

-^-A*v, = Au,',
<AVt

=> Aj,i

=

Aa-'i — Aa'i

\F
Ac-FDi

=

X V
,
y A, X , .
^/s, x. dfn, x V
TTT;—AAej, 4- —
AI REP, + —
AVpss, + ——-A.\£i,
C'A £2,
V* RE Fi
OVpss,
V.\El,
+

oEfDi

(A. 19)

A Epoi

=

7^|A.V£ 2l + ^(AVref, + XVpssi - AA'ei,)] - —A£py, (A.20)
1 A.
I Bi
' A.
\^ f & < x v
,
s. xiA A Ei, = -rn—AAgi, + -—-Air,
rA\ eu
dl T ,
=
\Y
-1AE2,

=
—

—^T-AA'ei, + ——AVj,
i R,
1 Ri
ITT:

U.\Eli

(A.21)

vv
^ 7 ' -AA
w E2, +i 7 ^
-^-Vsii
+I ——
OA£2,

uVpssi

—-^—XXE2i + :=—( 1 —
1 Bi

*• Bi

^ 7 ' AXV
-A\v
V PSS, +i "Tp
V REFi
u \ REFi

)[AV R£/ T,- 4- AVpssi — AA eu]
' Si

w h e r e A V p s s i = 0 /or / / 2
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X \r
AAsii

=

^ fSi

, ^y *8l x

^

-rr —AA si, + ——Au.',

du.',
< X'
,
As, v
= -—AAsi, + —
Au;,15,
f 3, *'s
àXsu
1

A\ AY52,

=

1

Ôf9t
\ Asa,
V
I Ô f—9 iAo,',\ •
ITT:—a\ AVsi, +I - ^
rr;—A
+
àXsu
a\s2i
du;,

= -^-AA's-2I +
X v
^-A S3l

1—

—— Au.; — AA'si,]

_

i ji
' >t
' Ji
d/io, \ V
, d/io, V v
.-x \r -A«\ Sit i .-x i/
fix 51,
o.\s2,

=

— zp-AA'sa, + ^-( 1 — — )[AA's>i + Tp~(
l u

l \i

I d/ 10 ,
d/ l 0 ,
i ,-v «f -^**531 » .-x
-Au»|
à A S3,
du;,

l II

' J,

Au.'. — AAsi,)]

(A.26)

~'.s

Linearize equation (A. 13). (A. 14) and (A.15):

A/"

=

5[yt7A,>u + ôë!~^e"j +

=

[( Fg +b {^jo )E,{jQ + FB-a(^jo )Enj0)SS,j + /y,-+h('')U())A£. u

- / r s-r;(t>* u o )A£. / J

j=i

FC;+FJ{À ,JO )F,I J0 + F B-C;{ S, J 0 ) E, IJ0 ) ( A J,i -

=

Ai>;, )

7=1
+ fr; + s(f>", J o)A£' 1y — FS-G(<^uo)A£', /j ]
=

A(f,i i r i F G + B ( S l j 0 ) E j j 0 + F
j= i

+ ]CM Ea+B(Sijo)F

djQ

B-G

(Slja)E,J

+ F B -G {Sijo)F, uQ )ASji

J=I

~t~ Fg+B (

A/'''

=

) A F ? j — Fs-G't^.joJAZ:^]

+

=

[(

^

XEqj +

(A.27)

dfjA£^

- c ( <>",• ;o ) E d j 0 — Fg+b{ t>.jo ) E q j 0 ) \ 8 t j + FB-G(^ijo)AE 7 j + FG+S(^ u O)A£,, j ]

j=i

=

5Z[(/ r s-c(<\j0 ) -

F g+s(<>"uo)F w0 )(Ad, t - A<!> ; , )

j= •

TFS-G(^JO)A£w + FG+S( ^uo) A FjJ
=

Ad'a Y i [ ( E B - G { $ i j o ) E d j o - FG+B(S,jq)E 1jQ \
j=i

+ ^L,[-(EB-G{$<jo)E d j o - FG+B(5,JO) E q j Q ) A S j

j=l

L
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+

+FB-G(Sijo)AEqj

AVt'

=

XE"1
W^
V

+

Fc+B{S t jo)AE d ] ]

^

AE,ii +

+

+ 71—( V 7 ,o.r,;, — '' V,;,Q ) A

(A.29)

*TiO

=>

—71—( — Vjiox

— rV 7 ,o)A/ 7 , — ——(V 7 io.r [it - — rl,; l0 ) A /,/,• + Air,

V T.o

=

V T.O

p^AE; + ^AE*
V T.O

(A.:$0)

V 7,0

The Linearized power system formulation can be represented as follows:
.V

=

AX + Siz + F Z

(A.:$l)

GZ

=

MX

(A. 32)

where.
A' r = [A.Yj u . AA'^ S . AA'p S5 ]. the vector of state variables
A A sM

[A F 7 ( [ _ m j. A fjj i _ m ). Au,'( i—n ) • A<^( •) - ri ) i ]

A A £$

[AZTfd(

A A PSS

AA£ 1(1 _ m) . AAe 2 (i-m)]

[ A.\ 51 ( I — m ) • AA S2( l — m) • A A

i _ rn j ]

Z = [A/ 7(1 _ m) . A/.y (l _ m) . A/[ (m+l) _„]. AV : r(l _ n ,] T . the vector of network variables

u = [AV*R£f (1 _ m )] T . the vector of control inputs
and
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0
n

du!j

for j ^ z
(A.38)
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